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by Mike Bracken

((STAR FIRE #4 inspired the follow
ing. ))

I probably would have had sm. old
er sister but she was born dead five
years before me.

I was born breech at 2 pm on: 
September 7» 1957 in Canton Ohi®. My legs and feet were crippled and my father did
n’t want me.

My mother, however, loved me and took good care of me. I had to wear metal braces 
to bed for three years and, until I was six, I had to wear corrective shoes during 
the day. My mother spent «b lot of time massaging my legs and feet im the hopes that 
the damage was repairable. Today no one would know that I’d ever hart any trouble with 
my legs. Except of course if I were to go barefoot, the second toe on each foot is 
bent towards the outside - somewhat sililar to hammertoe but caused by a bith defectt 
not ill fitting shoes.

My parents were separated (in their own hone) before I was born, my father mo
ved out when I was almost four. I hold nothing against my father and never have; 
that’s the way things were then and I know him as he is now (unfortuneately parali- 
zed on the left side due to a bubble on his brain that burst).

I attened a form of day school while my mother was at work and, according to the 
laws ®f Ohio, I should have been in second grade by the age of five. Then we moved 
to the state of California and they wouldn’t let me into second grade. I wound up 
in the first grade all over again ’’because I was too young,”

By third grade my reading had been evaluated as on a college level. Third grade 
^as a very strange year for that was the time my eyes decided to give up.

During a class exercise, in what I don’t remember, I suddenly went blind; com
pletely blind. Somehow I managed to walk up to the teacher and tell her I couldn’t 
see. My sight came back within ten minutes but my mother was urged to take me to see 
an optometrist. I have been wearing glasses since that time and have had, on occa
sion, spells similar to that.

Also during third grade my teacher had a conference with my mother and asked 
if she would let me skip the fourth grade and go straight into the fifth. My mother 
said no, I wasn’t socially ready yet.

In fifth grade my mother married my present father. That summer we moved to 
Tacoma Washington.

In sixth grade I got stuck with a rotten teacher who turned me off to the entire 
school system - especially teachers. "He was malajusted” to quote my mother and he 
sent me to see the school shrink. I was the one that was unstable according to the 
teacher. When my parents found out that I was seeing the school shrink they had a 
fit and had that stopped immediately. The school hadn’t even bothered to ask them if 
it was alright.

Later in the year the school shrink asked my parents what they thought of my 
skipping seventh grade and going directly into eighth. Again no, because I would be 
too young and therefor unable to handle the pressures.

Sometime during seventh grade I took an IQ test, something I’ve never really been 
fond of, and someone, somewhere, decided that my IQ was 132, slightly above average.
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Nothing important happened until about one quater of the way through ninth 
grade. That’s when we moved here.

I was the outsider in a small school, in a small town, where everybody knows 
damn near everybody else. I became what the school system would call, "a problem 
child". The problem was that _I wasn’t the cause of it (well, maybe I was, by trying 
to stay the hell away from everybody else). Anyhow, I had come close to having 
fights with a number of people in that school and one day it happened, I did get in- 
t» a fight; in a classroom no less.

This guy had been bugging me for the past three monthes and one day he walked 
up to me in class - I was calmly sitting at my seat - stood on my foot and asked 
me if I was going to be out at the trees after school. I stood up, slammed him a- 
gainst the wall, and grabbed a choke-hold - the only effective form of fighting that 
I’ve mastered. I was winning when the teacher came over, slammed a desk into both 
of US', and grabbed my arm with her long fingernails. I jerked my arm away and she 
lost a fingernail under my skin, drawing blood’. The scars of four fingernails re
mained for about two years.

When the fight was finally broken up (I’d shoved the guy across the top of a ta
ble while trying to get rid of the teacher) I was sent to the office. To top of the 
whole thing, I was given three days suspension and the other guy wasn’t even talked 
to. His mother worked for the school and I was a new kid - sorry - scapegaat.

My father went to the school, however, and 1 eing rather mad, had the suspension 
cut from three days to one.

In tenth grade I became involved with drama and appeared en stage as The Rabbi 
in I N EVER SAW ANOTHER BUTTERFLY.

Since that time nothing much has happened except...

II

...I became interested in science fiction.
My father is rather strange. Although he and I don’t communicate as well as we 

should (both of us are loners of a sort and stubborn jackasses when it comes to 
discussing hair-length, etc), sometimes he does things that I don’t expect.

Most of my reading until I was about ten was science and related materials such 
as space industry and dinosaurs (my favorite at that time). Then for a time it was 
reading just to be reading, especially comic books, until I was about eleven.

While, in sixth grade (1 was eleven at the time) someone loaned me a copy of 2001: 
A SPACE ODYSSEY. I never finish it because I couldn’t understand it at the time,, 
though I’ve still got that copy in my pose®sidn«. I aiso, having seen the movie„ pick
ed up a copy of PLANET OF THE APES. I liked it and still have that on my shelf..

That was the extent of my science fictional reading for quite awhile because I 
became involved with pornography and bestsellers - the two being almost,, but not 
quite, interchangable. And music. Rock-n-Roll became, a big part of my life then and 
it was a status symbol to have more records on the block than any other kid, I also 
frequented "hippie shops" and picked up om incense, beads and posters, hoping to be
come part of the "in set" of kids.

My reading lapsed,.
During the time between fifth and seventh grade I did read almost, if not all, 

of the Freddy the Pig stories,, a series of children’s fantasies about talking farm 
animals. I wonder now if it was just a toned-down ANIMAL FARM.

But I seem to have gone off the track. The strange thing that my father did was 
when I was a new student here in the ninth grade: he enrolled in a science fiction 
book club and,, not. being a reader of much else but newspapers and the like, he gave 
me the books and paid the bills. After a few mouthes I was deciding which books were 
put on my shelf.

My reading became, slowly, confined to science fiction. Occasionally a humorus 
book would tnrown in., but now thal happens so iarejy feat I’m sometimes' suit— 
prised that I’d. a. er read that type of stuff.



During the later part of ninth grade and the early part of tenth I became fri
ends with Joe Walter. His mother and mine worked, together at that time and we found < 
out that we only live about a half mile away from each other.

He was deeply into science fiction and I .got sucked ever deeper into the whirl
pool, ■ , '

.III

I’d been thinking about it for quite awhile but the event actually took place on 
ai dark,, late August ria-night. I had just returned from an extended vacation in 
San Jose, California when I decided that I had to see Joe, No matter that it was 
mid-night„ dark, and that my parents were asleep and that I had to walk half a mile 
on a; highway where drivers are sure not to see you until they’re climbing up your 
pant leg.

So I walked over to his house. At that time he slept in a garage bedroom with . 
the only exit opening to the outside. I stepped in without knocking and, after 
rousting him out of a nice warm bed, we went for a. walk in the night.

Sometime during our mid-night discussion I proposed a science fiction magazine 
(remember this was before I’d ever heard of fandom). Joe said he would be interested 
in helping if the idea ever came to bear fruit. We parted after that,, Joe to go back 
to bed and I to walk back home in the dark.

School started, as always, that September. I was a Junior.
I brought the idea up to ona of the high school's teachers, who, while not being 

exactly on my good side, had access to most of the. school’s supplies (he; being in 
charge of the school paper, literary magazine and the like). He turned the idea 
down with a phrase that could aptly translated as, "maybe, just maybe, if the moon 
turns blue on a Friday the thirteenth in the middle of a cattle stampede on Main 
Street."

The idea faded to the back of my mind until I became enrolled in a night course 
in television producing along with another of my english teachers. She, as I came 
to find out, was the head of the English Depart
ment and very interested in science fiction (it 
was she who originally proposed the school’s 
sf course).

The more I got to know her the more I 
thought about the sf magazine until one night 
I asked' her "if she would supply us with the. 
paper and stuff to print it. She, thankfully, 
okayed the project and gave us the thumbs up. 
So,, after Joe gave it a name, we, spent the 
next two monthes digging up some fiction to 
print.

That first issue was on ditto and limited * 
to a readership of about one hundred and fifty 
uncaring mundanes. 

After that first issue came out the teacher 
we had originally approached got very huffy 
and threatened to halt our production if we 
didn’t start contributing poems, fiction and the 
like to his "literary magazine". That, however, 
stopped when we bluntly said no. Joe, though, 
had to smooth a few feathers that I had ruffled 
while being my x dual. hot-headed self. The nort :>< 
the teacher came up to me and appol ogizei for ac 

ing the did.
The was on ’rireograph o'jfcLjJl

ited to a mania".0 zeadorsnip.



Somewhere in there, I’m not sure where, I’d started reading the prozines and 
had landed myself a copy of the April 197^ issue of AMAZING and read Ed Smith's 
The Clubhouse, From that I sent letters and copies of KPSS to two other magazines,. 
LOCUS andi one other that I no longer remember. Dena Brown replied with a letter and 
a copy of LOCUS 156 (March 15,. 197*0. From that I slowly started sending out. copies 
of KPSS to various people and recieved various replies.

Along came issue 6 and May seventh. Joe and I had been; getting on each other’s 
nerves quite frequently about who does the most work and what should go in. I was 
contemplating giving up but,, on May seventh, Joe beat me to the punch and resigned 
as co-editor, leaving me with an unfinished issue. He went on to start his own 
zine,, A FLYING WHAT?

Then summer came and I, again, found myself in trouble;. I had no place to run 
off my zine and was no longer able to get paper and stencils freet. Somehow, just 
before school ended, I managed to stock-pile paper and stencils and my mother 
found a friend who just happened to have a mimeograph that she was trying to sell. 
That’s when I aquired Baby Gertie (a mere hundred dollars - and I still owe my 
mother some of it).

Since that time the response to the issues I’ve sent out has been growing ever 
larger and the quality of articles has improved drastically; the. mood shifted from 
fiction to a sort of light sercon, until it has become what you now hold in your 
hands.

MY FIRST. ANNISH!



DAVID H. KELLER,M.D.: ASED PRODIGY
■ by DON D’AMMASSA

Dr. David H. Keller sold his first SF story in 1927, at the age of 47. He died 
in 1966, at the remarkable age of 86, and left behind an enormous body of fiction 
and non-fiction, much of it never published. Keller had a pragmatic view of the 
world, saw science as a tool for improving man’s lot, opposed the idea of science 
for its own sake. He looked upon life as a constant clash of opposing forces, man 
against man, man agaist woman, and occasionally man against nature. Most of his 
published SF is now unavailable, even though it has not become as outdated as 
most of the fiction published in the late 1920’s and 1930’s. A complete study would 
be unmanageably long, but some of the flavor of Keller’s writing, the remarkable 
insight he displayed, and the scope of his work may be gleaned by examining a 
fairly representative cross-section.

Possibly Keller’s most famous story is "The Revoly of the Pedestrians", his 
first sale, which is not in print in any form to my knowledge. Man has evolved into 
two societies: the automobilists are taught from birth to ride in motorized con
veyances, their legs have atrophied, and they dominate the planet; pedestrians re
fuse to use vehicles for transport and are hunted down by the automobilists, who 
view them as something less than human: "William is such a careful driver...He 
just ran over a pedestrain and there was only the slightest jar." Keller was supris- 
ingly perceptive in his predictions about the shape our culture was taking, even 
back in 1927: "Rural landscapes consisted of long lines of machines passing be
tween walls of advertisements at the rate of 60 miles an hour, pausing now and 
then at gasoline stations...The air was filled with vapors from the exhausts of 
machinery...No one saw anything; no one wanted to see anything; the desire of each 
driver was to drive faster than the car ahead of his."

"White Collars", another early story, also represents a divided humanity. Stress 
on advanced education reaches a level such that there are insufficient jobs for 
yrefessional people, and they cause a civil war. In "A Biological Experiment" 
Keller satirizes yet another trend of society, the tendency of women to leave their 
traditional roles of society as housemakers to seek employment. Natural childbirth 
has been dispensed with until a rebellious couple violate the laws of their culture.

Keller criticized automation in "The Stenographer’s Hands". Universal Utili
ties uses genetic selection and maipulation to produce ideal stenographers, "human 
machines". He points out that an increase in human efficiency is not syaonumous 
with an increase in human happiness. "The Psychophonic? Nurse" (wheih is available 
in GREAT SF ABOUT DOCTORS edited by Groff Conklin, Collier Books) combines the 
themes of the latter two stories. A singleminded career woman determines that "no 
child *f mine is going to develope unhealthy complexes because I indulged in un
timely love and unnecessary caresses." She is perfectly content to entrust her 
daughter’s care and upbringing to a robot nurse, but her husband secretly ensures 
that the child has human companionship.

One of Keller’s rare vehtures into fantasy was "The Boneless Horror", ® story 
of the fatal rivalry between two prehistoric civilizations. "Euthanasia, Ltd" 
features Keller's seemingly innocuous detective, Taine of San Francisco, who thwarts 
a secret organization of criminals who commit murder by lowering the electrical 
potential of their victimo, Taine also apgesars in "The Cerebral Library", this time 
foiling a plot to trarxferm 3D0 unsvspccl rg men into an immense organic computer.



Although most of Keller’s conflicts were between men and men or men and women, 
he wrote some of his best pieces about man against nature. In ’’The Ivy War” a 
strange growth threatens to infest the entire world, unsuccessfully. "The Worm", 
probably Keller’s best story, centers on a reclusive man living in an obsolete 
mill, locked in mortal combat with a gigantic earthworm,. Keller developed suspense 
and atmosphere far better in this short piece.than in any other story. Although 
it has been twice anthologized (BEST OF AMAZING edited by Joe Ross, Belmont Books, 
and BR-R-R edited by Groff Conklin, Avon Books), it is now out of print.

Much of Keller’s popularity centered on his rational scientific; explanations, 
even though many of his ideas now seem obsolete or absurd today. In "Service 
First", the housing shortage is solved by selling people residential aircraft. 
"Boomerangin’ Round the Moon" concerns; a boomerang-shaped spaceship designed to 
circumnavigate the moon. Part of a criminal’s brain ia transplanted into a doc
tor’s head in "AmBidexter", with the predictable result. Gangsters recreate the 
Pied Piper’s tune to enlist rats into the underworld in "The Rat Racket"» In "No 
More Tomorrows", a drug is developed that prevents people from thinking about the 
future,

Keller also dabbled in the horror field. "Thing in the Cellar" is a brief, 
understated mood piece which is one of. the fe.w stories of his which is still in 
print. It has appeared in THE SUPERNATURAL edited by Groff Conklin, Collier 
Books, TWISTED edited by Groff Conklin, Belmont Books, and WORLDS OF WEIRD edi

ted by Leo Margulies,, Pyramid Books. "A Piece of 
Linoleum" describes a henpecked husband, driven 
insane by his wife, but in this: case it is because 
he is the only one who recognizes that his wife is 
dead. A predatory woman tortures men to death in 
a secret vault in "Tiger Cat". A mother and son 

engage in lycanthropy in "Heredity", another of
Keller’s best pieces of fiction. "The Doorbell" 

employs: an electromagnet and a handful of 
fishhooks as a murder weapon, to grisly ef~ .« 
feet.

As the 1930*6 arrived, Keller’s crit
icism of society continued unabated, per* 
haps even reinforced by the onset of the 
depression. A millionare decides that 
society is about to die out in "The 
Penthouse" and establishes handpicked 
couples in totally isolated closed 
environments to wait it out. When 
they emerge, they discover that man 
has solved his problems and their 
vigil was unnescessary. In "Unto Us 
a Child is Born", mating is-dbter- 
mlnod^by g*»etic matching and child
ren are kept in creches, a plot he 
later used again in the less succc&>> 
fill "The Mother", This may have in
dicated Keller’s distrust of the. 
highly regulatory nature of Roose" 1:.. 
velt’s anti-depression measures. "Th- 
Tree Terror" also appears to have 

been inspired by the world’s economic, 
woes. Irresponsible businessmen endanger 

civilization by developing a giant fern 
bM; eus n/^rgrow. the continent.



As the years passed, Keller seemed to turn toward fantasy. "The Lost Language” 
involves an absurd racial memory ploy, apparently drawn from events in Keller’s 
own childhood.. "Thirty and One" ia an excellent Dunsanian fantasy about a potion 
that allows thirty people to simultaneously occupy one body. "Feminine Magic" is 
a flimsy bit of whimsy about magic. The protagonist of "The Face in the; Mirror" 
hallucinates the existence of another being within his mind..

Keller did not confine himself to short stories. THE LIFE EVERLASTING was 
recently reprinted by Hyperion Press, bound with a mediocre selection of his short 
fiction. The novel is a precursor of sorts to John Brunner's THE STONE THAT NEVER 
CAME DOWN’. A secretive man develops a universal panacea that cures all mental r 
physical, and social ills and bestows immortality on the user. The drug is made a- 
vailable to the entire world, and is universally administered after minor unrest.. 
There is a catch, however. One cannot reproduce while the drug is in one’s body, 
and removal of the drug restores all of the previous infirmities,.

THE METAL DOOM, serialized in Amazing in 1932, is a far more successful novel, 
dealing with the death and rebirth of civilization following the dissolution of 
all metals. Keller’s disenchantment with highly mechanized and organized urban 
lifesis obvious: "The city dweller had become a slave to time." "Looks as though 
the individual became too highly specialized." "...the city, as a place of abode, 
was on its way to destruction anyway."

Keller also singles out the legal profession for sharp criticism, pointing out 
a. flaw that is even more relevant today: "For centuries the legal profession had 
made a game out of the matter of law violation. Once a man was arrested for a 
crime, a game of legal chess started between two lawyers and the question was not 
so much an effort to establish which lawyer was the shrewdest."

It appears also that Keller viewed many of our humane considerations to be 
unrealistic, although he stopped short of condemning them,. Humanity, he tells us, 
"was probably as kindly foolish toward its delinquents and abnormals, as it had 
ever been in any historical epoch." As the sick, the insane, and the feebleminded 
are weeded out in the chaos that follows the death of metal, Keller observes that 
"whereas other ages constantly eliminated the unfit, there was, in the United 
States, a determined effort to prolong the life of each person as long as possi
ble."

The element which makes Keller’s work stand out from the mass of SF written in 
the 1920*s and 19JO’s is not the scientific rationalization which made him popular 
then. For the most part, his science is spurious and inaccurate. But Keller’s 
characters are real, the situations they face - even at their wildest - bring 
forth real emotions. Keller’s own description of the genre is one that ought to 
be remembered and heeded today: "A real science fiction story should be written a- 
boutt the realities of life, concerning which all the readers are familiar,. The 
most commomplace things of life can become the most wonderful, if handled in the 
proper manner,"
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THT FTODS?
BY ROY TACKETT

Erich Von Daniken was in town recently.
(The Erich Von Daniken?)
There’s more than one?
(My dear chap, there are hundreds of them. Tens even. Oh, they don't all go by 

the name of Erich Von Daniken, of course. Some of them are called Velikovsky, or 
Reverend King, or Reverend Strangeness, or Hubbard, or Keyhoe, or...)

I get the idea.
(Asimov calls them "CPs"* Crackpots.)
Well, he should know.
(You mean?)
It takes one to know...
(About Von Daniken. How was he?)
Late.-
(Late?)
About 1$ minutes.
(But Von Daniken is Swiss, is he not? One would think a Swiss could have a good 

watch.)
He finally made it to the stage and his introduction was, to say the most, 

boring. This was -followed by a slide show featuring rejected slides from NASA, vari
ous observations and, who knows?, Flash Gordon. If we, with our modern inventions, 
he saidi were to contact "a primitive native intelligence" we would be seen as 
gods and the tradition of our landing be passed on for generations forming the ba
sis of a religion.

"This might be the beginning of a great religion," he said as he blinked his 
pocket flashlight at the projectionist who changed the slide.

He the* .went into his customary song and dance about the Babylonian epics, 
Ezekiel and the wheel...

(Way in the middle of the air.)
...Easter Island, and, of course, pre-Inca Peru.

(Ah, the Plain of Nazca.)
Yes. He said, however, that he had been misquoted in the TV show In Search of 

Ancient Astronauts, which implied the plain was a landing field for ancient space
ships. He said the Nazca natives had made the tracks hoping to bring back the an
cient gods.

(Methinks he is crawfishing.)
He noted that his theories are always challenged by the "authorities" represent

ing the more dogmatic doctrines. This was to be expected for "if I'm right, they 
must be wrong." While noting that his books are not scientific, "neither are they 
science fiction."

(Well, I should hope not...)
He said he expects to find proof within the next ten years that his theories are
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correct and which will enable us to contact the ancient astronauts.
(That ought to keep them coming back.)
Well, yes. There’s that. Got to say this for Von D. He packs them in. And1 it’s 

just as well that he does, I suppose.
(How’s that?)
He charged the U so much for appearing here to lecture that they had to double 

the price of the tickets. I think that says something about people—he was able to 
fill the auditorium at twice the normal price. Think about it.

(I’d rather not.)
Heh. The day after Von D’s lecture there was a UFO reported out on the West Mesa 

which promted one wit to observe that it was probably just Von Daniken leaving town.

IS SNAPPER COMING HOME? I DON’T KNOW BUT THE BASEMENT’S FLOODED.

by Sheryl Blrkhead

I’m getting anxious to have Snapper home. In fact I think I’m worried I’ll 
break (at least) my leg or something and want to get it over with! I haven’t ridden 
in twe years and have "forgotten" how to fall - so in all probability, the first 
time she dumps me...Right! And probably just before my brother’s wedding too. He’s 
being married Nov. 29th and Snap ought to be here (OUGHT) around the 18th or ao - 
just enough time for me to get into more troublel

After goofing off yesterday and spending the day admiring nature - wandering 
in the pasture and so on, Mom and I spent the night bailing out the basement. Mr. 
Wright and Frank came down to see if they could help. Poor Frank - HE hasn’t rid
den in two years either (to ride that is, he does break a horse t» ride every now 
and then, but he does it the hard way) — and he’d been cn an all day trail ride 
with a cantankerous mare - she pulled his arms loose (well...) and another por
tion «f the anatomy was already smarting. Add to that that he came down in his 
"good" clothes and promtly got muck and rust all over everthing. THEN, he whomped 
his thumb with the wrench and you never HEARD such an eloquent silence in your 
life! I bet he’d been dying all day to let loose with a string of expletives and 
the only chance he had away from a group and we were around. I grinned at him and 
just asked "Did you hurt your thumb?"

Luckily, very luckily, he has a good sense of humor and didn’t throw the wrench 
at me — just laughed a bit — which was about the only thing he could do.

Winston tried to help too - blocking the stairs every time I walked up ’em to 
dump the buckets of water. He’d race all over the yard, avoiding the water, then 
zip back t» the steps to see what else he was missing.
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by Patrick Myers

I was sitting at home on a Thursday night, calmly 
watching the Odd Ceuple when a thought washed ever my fore- 
brain. I stopped as moment to recall it, then jumped' up from 
my chair, rushed to the phone, and called Mike.

"Hey Mike, you wanna go to Willits Saturday?" 
"Huh?"
"You wanna go to Willits?"
"Wha for?"
"I dunno."
"Are you sure you can go?"
"No, I haven’t asked yet."

"Then why the hell did you call me?"
"Cause I wanted to know if you wanted to go."
"What kind of sense does that make? You know your parents probably won’t let you 

go anyway...Uh, they’re not in earshot are they?"
"Uh, no, of course not, they’re in the back someplace...! think."
"Well ask them first before you ask me."
"I can’t."
"Why net?"
"Cause I don’t know what I’d say."
"You what?"
"I don’t know what I’d say."
"Why not?"
"Cause they might ask me what I’d do there."
"Well, what would you do there?"
"I dunne."
Momentary silence.
"Uh, Mike, would you go? I mean, can you go?"
"Sure, I think so. I mean, I can go, my parents are on vacation, but I’m not so 

sure I want to."
"Why not?"
"Cause I don’t know anybody over there. And besides that, are we just gonna stay 

for an afternoon er overnight?"
"Probably just the afternoon cause we wouldn’t have a place to stay and I can’t 

afford a motel room and why should I when it’s only thirty miles ever the hill?"
"Because that’s when the girls come out."
"Oh yeah. But I still cah't afford a room."
"Well what about Joe? He must have ten million relatives over there."
"Hey, yeah, think he’d want te go?"
"Of course he would, I think he’s got a chick ever there."
"THAT fat slob?"
"Yeah, him."
" I suppose anything’s possible."
"Well, find out if he wants to go. NO, wait a minute, find out if YOU can ge." 
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"Well, I’d like tn have
all the plans made nut ahead 
of time so I can go up to the 
old man and lay then?‘in front 
of his nose so that he’ll 
almost ahve to say yes.” 

’’Isn’t that some form of 
blackmail?”

"Yup.”,,
Pause Tor a few moments. 
”Hey, Pat., are we gonna 

take your ear?”
"Yeah, waht’s wrong with 

it?”
"WHAT’S WRONG WITH .IT?

YOU'WANT ME TO LIST THE THINGS 
WRONG WITH IT?”

"Uh, no.”
"Okay, I won’t, but why 

can’t we take my car.or some
thing?"

" 1 "Have ynu ever driven the 
Willits road in Lemon Heap? 
For that matter, have you 
ever driven the Willits 
road?" .

I turned my attention’back*to the tv t« waiffuntil ten rolled around. When it. 
did, I. made sure'ffly parents were out'of'the roam and dialed. •

"Zinglefinger’s Mortuary. You stab ’em, we slab ’em, pack ’em, and stack ’em, i- 
try eur die now, pay later plan. Some*go ’to’ heaven ahd some go to hell-o, may I.
help you?” «

"Hi Joe.” i-
”0h, hi Pat.” • • ' . .“‘"r
"Hi ' ” ■ • ' ” p ■ - /............... ' • . ’ - /

- -12-.,-;

"Well, about four ipiles of it." '
"And you think I’m gonna risk my life riding with you?"
"Sorry I brought it up. Maybe we could take Joe’s car.”
”We don’t even know if he can go. And besides that, Beastie caught ignition 

trouble from Lemon Heap."
"Damn, that’s right. Maybe his mother’s car?” y
"But his mother’s gonna need it if he goes out of town."
"So we’re stuck with your car, huh?"‘"

-"Yup." • -
"Well, I’ll go IF Joe goes."
"Okay, well, good-bye. See yuh later."
"So long." . ' ;
CLICK. ’

"Hello." • • •
"Is Joe there?" • .
"No* He’s at meeting." •
"Oh. When Will-he be home?” ’* ■ - •'
"About ten.”:- / . .
"Thanks, bye.” -•••••<•. ’ a
CLICK. . * ■- : .



••Well, hello Pat."
"Hi Joe." ..... ,. I
"BLASTED!!! Knock it off! What do you want?"
"Oh, yeah, I wanted to know if you wanted to go to Willits with Mike and me om 

Saturday and if you ceuld talk one of your eight million relatives into giving us a 
place to stay fer a night?"

"Hiih."
"I wanted to knew if you wanted to go to- Willits with..." , ’
"Alright already, quit sounding like a busted record player. I understood you 

the first time...it’s just that I didn’t want to answer. Now, why in the world do 
yeu want to go te Willits? There is nothing, I repeat, NOTHING, absolutely nothing 
to do in Willits."

Sc?"
"Unless of course you want to get involved in some sort of a fight.
"I lived in Willits fer seven years and I learned te blend into the wood-work 

pretty well..."
"I’ll bet."

"...and unless you can do that, trouble will find you, you don’t ahve to 
look fer it. Those dudes over there are MEAN* And you and Mike, fools that you are, 
would let fly that you’re from Fort Bragg and then fur would fly."

"I ain't been in a geod fight in monthes."
"You want to be in a-good fight? Keep calling at ten o’clock, and my step-dad’ll 

kick your ass."
"Anyhow, what about what I asked?"
"What did you ask?"
"I wanted to knew if you wanted..."
"ALRIGHT ALREADY. Why do you want me to go? Why not ask Mike? He’s dumh enough. 

He doesn’t know what he’s getting into."
"I already asked Mike and he won’t go unless you do."
"He’s not as dumb as I thought he was." 
"Wanna bet?" 
"Nolo Contendre." 
"Anyhow, I was wondering 

if you could come with us 
and talk one of your rela
tives into giving us a 
place to sleep for a night."

"Yeah, I suppose we 
could stay with my uncle, 
he’s got a- couple spare 
bedrooms...Uh, I take it 
you’ve asked your parent’s 
permission?"

"No."
Long pause.
"Then why am I oltting 

here participating in this 
farce? You know your par
ents won’t give you permission 
to go."

"Well, so what? I’m gonna 
ask anyway."

"So ask ’em already."
"I will, don’t worry."
Okay, assuming you can go, 

how we gonna get there? The



starter on my car went out.1’
’’We’ll take mine,”’ « - r
"WHAT!?!?!?!?" . „ * - * - ■
’’That’s right, we’ll take mine.”
"You gotta be crazy.”
’’What’s wrong with my car?”
"Have as ream of paper and -a sharp pencil handy? Or better yet, a pen? Or even 

two pens? Hew ’bout a tape recoredr?"
"Let’s look at this scientifically: your esr is on the fritz. And if we take 

Mike’s car, he has to drive..."
"HOLD IT!!!! I get your message. (I wish I had Eunice already.)"
"Eu-who?"
"Eunice, a Firebird I’m gonna buy.”
"Firebird? I thought those were extinct like the dodos?”
"It’s a car you short, ugly dummy."
"I’m a what?"
"Must I repeat everything?” .
"Uh, no." ' ,v -
"Alright then let’s get on with it."
"On with what?"
"Okay, I give in, I wanna go to bed, I’ll go, I’ll set things up with my uncle 

even...’’
CLICK.
"Joe? Jee?...Damn."

"Mike?" • .
"Yeah?"
"Joe’s going. Are you?"
"Yeah, but are you?”
"Uh,.."
CLICK.
"Mike? Mike?...DAMN."

11

Second period, US Government, Mr McClosky presiding:
We’re talking quitely to each other, teacher hears us and aske, "Joe, you have 

an A in this class. Feel like lewering it to a B?"
"Uh, no."
"Pat, you have a B in this class. Feel like lowering it to a C?
"No."
"Mike, you have a C in this class. Feel like lowering it to a D?"
"Yup...yup,yup."
"Pat, Joe, curb your friend or I’ll lower your grades anyway.”

Third period, Co-ed PE, Golf as the event of the day, Mr Francis presiding:
We are in Joe’s mother’s car on our way to pick up THE HOWL (the school hews- 

paper). Mike, relagated to the back seat, asks, "Joe? Did you give the pass to Mr 
Francis?" *

"Ne."
"Pat? Did you?" •
"No."
Joe speaks up, "I thought you had it Mike.”
"No."
Mike and I shout in unison, ’’DAMN!" while Jee swerves.to miss an on-coming gar

bage truck that refuses to swerve into the wrong lane to miss him.
-14-



"Uh, Pat," Mike askes, "Did you find out if you can go?"
"Go where?"
"To Willits you short ugly dummy."
"Oh, there, sure I can go."
Joe passes out at the wheel.
"What made you think I couldn’t?"
"Jesus Christ Joe, wake up! AAiiieeeiei."
CRASH! !THUD!’.BOOM!!
"Damn."
"Yeah, but did you ask your parents?"
"Of course I asked my parents. Hey Joe, did you scratch the car?
No reply.

On the way back from the printers Mike asked: "Uh, what do I do with my dog?" 
"When?"
"When we’re in Willits, when do you think?"
"Leave him at Joe’s."
"Are you kidding?? The cats’d kill him."
"Yep," utters Joe, weaving around the parking meter poles (the city removed the 

meters but left the poles).
"Can’t you just leave him alone?"
"No. He can’t go for more than four hours without human companionship."
"Come off it."
"Well, he can’t."
"Leave him home with food and fresh water and he’ll be alright."
"No he won’t."
"How ’bout if we just put him out of his misery?" asked Joe.
"Would you guys knock it off. I’ll see if I can get the neighbor to watch him." 
"Then why’d you ask us what to do with him?"
Sly grin, "Well, we could always have taken him with us."

Ill

Saturday dawned bright and clear, but by the time I got up at ten it was foggy 
and raining like it usually is. I wandered into the bathroom and did what anybody 
else would do after being asleep for nine hours, I promptly tripped over a towel 
I’d left in the middle of the floor the night before.

I dragged myself to my feet and washed off my bleeding face, wondering all the 
time what they’re going to think of me if I showed up with a broken nose. Well, it 
wasn’t broken after all, but it might as well have been.

My mother called to me then, "Hey Pat, are you going to have breakfast before 
you go?"

"Yeah ma, just a minute."
"Well, how many eggs do you want?"
"HOW MANY TIMES DO I HAVE TO TELL YOU, I DON’T LIKE EGGS?"
"If you’re going to be that way then you don’t have to go to Willits that bad."
"I’m sorry mom."
"That’s better."
"Could I just have some pancakes or somethin’?"
"Okay, they’ll be ready in a few minutes."
I pulled on an old pair of levi’s and a teeshirt and wandered cut to the break

fast table.
"Are you going to go looking like that?"
"Like what?" ' ‘ •
"Like...like THAT."
"Yeah."
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"And what did you do to your nose? It's bleeding."
"I tripped in the bathroom."
"Here, let me see it."
"I'm alright Mother."
I was saved by the beel because the phone rang then and I rushed to answer it. 
"Hello?"
"Hi Pat."
"Are you off work already Mike?"
"Yeah."
"Well, I'll be there in about half an hour."
"Okay, see ya then." • .
"Yeah."
CLICK.
I gobbled down breakfast, grabbed my coat, checked my wallet and rushed out to 

my "car". It was, once upon a time, a Volkswagen. It is painted about eighteen dif
ferent colors but nobody can tell under all of the dirt (it hasn't been washed in. 
over a month).

The best possible method of opening the passenger's door is to sit in the 
driver's seat bracing yourself, place both feet on the door and, while holding the 
latch open, kick hard with both feet together, if this fails try again. When the 
door is open it sags alarmingly. Because of this no one uses the passenger's door.

So, anyhew, I climbed in, started it up, and roared off in a cloud of dust. 
Well, maybe I didn't roar off, but I did leave.

I stopped at Mike's, picked him up and went over to Joe's.
Knock , knock.
Joe's sister answered the door, told us Joe was still in bed, and showed us to 

his room.
"H ey Joe, get up."
"Mmmph."
"Get up."
"lonwanna."
"Get up or we'll drag you out of bed."
"Unhh."
"Come on Mike."
We each grabbed one end of him and pulled him off the bed and onto the floor. He 

didn't respond to this treatment so we threw some clothes on him and walked him 
outside to the car.

"Stuff him in."
"How?" asked Mike.
"Any way you can."
So Mike pulled the driver's seat back and tried to stuff Joe into the back seat. 

At this Joe woke up.
"Hey, what're ya doin'?"
"Get in."
"I wanna sit in front."
"Mike's got that."
"NO way am I gonna sit in the back of this heap and get eprings up mu posterior.

I wanna sit in front."
"Talk to Mike about it."
"If I don't get to sit in front I won't go."
"Good," said Mike.
"Uh, Mike, where we gonna sleep?" I whispered.
"Oh, yeah, right." And, louder, to Joe, "Sure, go ahead and sit in front, I 

don't care."
"Thanks." . .
Joe crawled over the driver's seat and into the passenger's seat, Mike crawled in
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back and I jumped in and started it up.
Halfway down the driveway I asked, "You »kayed everything, witheyour'.uncle didn’t 

you?"
Silence.
"Didn’t you?"
"No."
So I put the car in reverse and backed up to the front door* Joe jumped out, 

ran into the house and came out a few minutes later, gave us a nod and crawled over 
me back into his seat stopping momentarily to shove Mike back into the rear seat 
where he belonged.

And off we went.

IV

There we were in my Volkswagen, buzzing along at a fast thirty-five on a wind
ing road. Mike, poor soul, was sitting in the back seat feeling the pain of many a 
sharp spring. Joe was sitting beside me, feet braced against the floorboard, hands 
against the dashboard, with his eyes shut.

Opening one eye, Joe suddenly screamed, "look out for that...oh my god...we’re 
all gonna die..."

"Huh?" I asked turning to look at him. Mike muffled a cry.
Joe closed his eyes again as I swung around a stopped logging truck. Coming 

at me was another Volkswagen of unknown ownership. I deftly swung back into my lane 
as the other Volkswagen zipped by.

"Are...are we still, still alive?" asked Joe.
"Sure. Or I’ve been dead for a LONG time," I replied.
"Is it gonna be like this fc? the entire trip?" Joe wondered.
"Yeah, and what’s wrong with it?" Mike asked, "Ain't you never ridden with Pat 

before?"
"Yeah, but not the Willits road!"

V

So there we were, standing in front of Joe’s Uncle’s house, like a bunch of 
escaped winos; Joseph in his brown levis and yellow Budweiser teeshirt, Mike in 
his big levi bells and blue shirt, and me in my tattered levis and teeshirt. 
Chuck, as I leter learned his name to be, an-swered the door with a look of ap
prehension.

"Are these the guys you told me about?"
"Yeah," said Joe.
"Uh, could I take back the invitation?" Chuck whispered.
"I don’t think so," Joe whispered back. "Y»u know Mike here, he was with me ;

*n«e before, and this other scuzz face is Pat."
"Want a Pepsi?"
"Sure," we said in unison.
"Then don’t stand outside, come on in."
The three of us stepped through the door at the same time - or tried to, that 

is. Jee somehow managed to get in first and I wound up last. What we walked into 
is rather hard to describe. It was, above all, a house but it was a mess; a rather 
lived in type of mess, but a mess nonetheless.

Two kids and a dog ran around welcoming us to their humble rat-trap and gener
ally causing havoc. .

After about twnety minutes or so of Pepsi, hunter’s tAlitalei,. And general 
bullshit flinging, we abandon Chuck, wife, the kids, and dog and went driving off 
to see the big town of Willits, Joseph all the time lamenting about the destruction 
of Hunter’s Newstand, which happened t« be his favorite place to purchase sf books 
until it burned down a few monthes ago.
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So we cruised the town. Unfortunately I blinked once and missed the town’s 
only stop light. It wasn’t worth worring about though, I think the town’s o»ly cop 
was busting some poor four year old for possesion of ciggarette butts.

VI

Dinnertime: ’ . '
We were at the Willits 'Cafe for dinner. At the time it happened I was walking 

back to the booth after using the restroom facilities and Joe was standing at the 
jukebox peering in at the list of tunes. Mike was sitting at the booth guarding our 
dinner and calmly munching away on a french fry.

In through the door slithered three of the local thug types. They rounded the 
corner of the first booth, where Mike was sitting, arm out thrust, now drinking a 
ceke. Since two of them were walking side by Side it was blatently obvious that one 
of them was bound to bump into Mike’s arm should he not move it in time.

He didn’t.
As the coke spilled into his plate, Mike let out a string of expelatives that 

even I couldn't reproduce if my like depended on it.
"You talkin’ to me dude?" growled one of the undesireables.
"Yer damn rights I’m talkin’ to you, you, ugly long haired faggot. Why don’tcha 

watch where the hell yer goin’?" replied Mike.
"Alright you sonofabitch," he said as he grabbed Mike by the lapels of his 

shirt, "I don’t take that shit from nobody."
Mike was, by now, in a mood best described as rage, a state in which I would 

never want to tangle with him. Mike grabbed a ketchup squeeze bottle, pulled open 
the front of the other fellow’s levi jacket’ and, in one quick blurp, squeezed al
most the entirety of the bottle onto the guy's chest.

When he finally noticed the dampness, he nailed Mike along side of the head in 
a very poorly aimed blow* Even though the blow was badly aimed, the force was e- 
nough to knock him back into the booth. At this point I walked up and said, "Are 
you bothering my friend?"

The three of them turned to face me.
Coops. ■ ,
Joseph, having found the record he wanted, turned to see what the commotion was 

all about. Noticing that we seemed to be rather in a touchy situation, Joe came 
walking quickly in our direction. At this very time another thug wandered through 
the door.

Mike, regaining conscienceness, stood up, grabbed the ketchup kid by the . • 
shoulder , spun him around,and kicked him in a rather vital organ. As the ketchup 
kid was falling to the floor Mike took a swing for his face and missed, damn near 
taking my nose off.

Another went for Mike as Joe and I each grabbed one. I don’t know w&at happened 
to Joe’s man but he was on the floor before I could even take a swing. Joseph, 

ail two hundred and seventy odd pounds of him, started to do a Mexican Hat Dance on 
the prone members of our little community gathering.

I, being more of a gentleman boxer, was handling my goon in the good old fash
ion *f fisticuffs. Fortunately my opponent was not skilled in these methods of self 
defense and I was able to flatten his nose before he could connect a solid punch. 
He stumbled back and I was able to direct my attention towards Mike, who was lying 
under a table cursing the very god that made him.

In the mean time, one of the others had managed to get to his feet and Joe was 
backed into a corner trying to defend himself. I started over towards Joe when the 
ketchup kid Gripped me to the floor. We rolled around trying for an advantage.

The guy with the flattened nose was off in a corner crying his fool head off 
and Mike was back to his feet helping Joe. This meant that all conflicts were now 
one-on-one.
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The waitress was dodging our fists attempting to serve an elderly gentleman 
who seemed to be betting on the outcome of the fracus. Such events seem to be 
fairly common in Willits and most resturaunt owners don’t usually do anything un
less property damage occurs or the patrons are overly bothered. The old man was the 
only other person in the place at the time and he seemed to be enjoying it.

By this time I was back on my feet and pulling a fellow off ef Joe. Joe im- 
meadiately booted the guy in the kneecap causing some pain. We knocked aside the 
guy that Mike was tussling with and all headed for the door. Joe slapped a few dol
lars on the counter as he passed through the exit.

We all dove into my Volkswagen and I squealed out of there at the fastest pos
sible speed. They did not give chase.

VII

We cleaned up a bit in the restroom of a gas station some distance away and 
headed off to Ukiah to the show (the local Willits Theater had been closed, once a- 
gain, for showing obscene films). It took us about twenty minutes by Volkswagen but 
we got there about an hour early anyhow, so instead of going straight to the show, 
we stopped at a small resturaunt, Hennies Ice Cream Parlor, if I remember correct
ly.

The three of us were sitting there slurpping various kinds of milkshakes when 
in walks two, very foxey girls. As they walked by, we gave them the once over with 
our eyes.

Mike gave us a nod, got up and walked over to the booth where they'd sat down. 
Meanwhile we’re giving God ten to one odds that he ain’t gonna score.

From where we sat, which wasn't all that far away from where the girls sat, we 
could pick up bits and pieces of the conversation.

"Hi," Mike started (one of the best of a variety of possible openings).
"H i," said the blonde who had her back to us, in a smooth, purring voice, "why 

don't you join us?"
"Lucky stiff," I whispered to Joe as Mike sat down.
"Live around here?" asked the other girl.
"No," answered Mike as he started to put his arm around the blonde's shoulder.
"What are you doin' in town?" asked the blende.
"Oh, nothin’ much. Just messin' around."
"You lookin' for a little fun?" the brunette asked’ leaning across the table.
"Oh, I suppose you could say that I am," said Mike.
The blonde snuggled up closer to Mike and whispered something into his ear and 

immeadiately Mike was standing up, his face beet red, and walking towards us.
"What happened?" Joe asked.
"Let's get the hell out of here," muttered Mike.
"Well, what happened?" asked Joe as we got up.
"Nothin', don’t bother me," said Mike.
I paid for the shakes and looked back at the girls, who were laughing their 

heads off.
Out in the car, Joe once again prodded Mike as to what happened.
"Fifty bucks, that's what happened. Can you believe it? Fifty bucks. Shit." 

Mike brooded all the way to the drive-in.

VIII

After the show we drove back to Chuck's house and sacked out in the spare bed
room.

We awoke, late, to the smell of pancakes and (ugh) eggs* Mike was the last one 
out of bed, and he only got up because we threatened to drag him outside in his 
underwear and lock the door.
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We ate like a logging crew with tape worms and sat around for a couple of hours 
bull shitting with Chuck bef.re we decided to head home.

The sun was shining as we left Willits but the fog got us as we entered Fort 
Bragg.I dropped Joe off, then Mike and then went home myself.

As I entered the door my mother asked, "How was your weekend, Pat?"
"Oh, kinda dull, ma."



These fanzines are all mimeograph unless otherwise noted. They are all publish
ed irregularly except TITLE, which is reliably monthly. "The usual" means that the 
zine may be obtained for a contribution, letter of comment, or trade.

ASCELLA 2, Sept, 25pp. (350 or the usual; Terry Floyd, 50$ Holman Ln, Canyon, TX 
79015) Struggling new general-contents fanzine. Best features are Terry’s account 
of a visit by Donn Brazier and Sheryl Birkhead’s adventures in erecting a grape 
arbor. Terry has been able to get material from well-known fans; now if he can fig
ure out his mimeo...

A FLYING WHAT? 1, Sept, 15pp. (20# or the usual; Joe Walter, PO Box 1077, Fort 
Bragg, CA 95457) As with most first issues, this fanzine concentrates on reviews. 
Patrick Myers tells what he has to go thru to read a book. The material could 
just as well have gone in KPSS; but then, what trufan wouldn’t jump at the chance 
to publish his own fanzine?

BY OWL LIGHT 8, 10pp. (6 for 31 or to people who get ASH-WING; Frank Denton, 14654 
Eighth Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98166) Diary type of personalzine. These 10 pages are 
more interesting than ASH-WING’s 50.

CHECKPOINT 51 - 55, Aug-Cct, 4pp offset each. (5 for $1, trade, or news; Darroll 
Pardoe, 24 Othello Close, Hartford, Huntingdon PE18 7SU, England) Very frequent 
international newsletter, sent via airmail. Convention news, fanzine listings, gen
eral fannish news. Free sample on request; recommended.

DEFENESTRATION 5, Sept, 12 pp. (250 or the usual; David Singer, Quad Box 264, 
RPI, Troy, NY 12181) This issue contains mainly letters of comment. Good repro but 
not much material. Send him a contribution (I did). This could be a medium-sized 
fanzine.

DIEHARD 5, Aug, 44pp. (5O0 or the usual; Tony Cvetko, 29415 Parkwood Dr, Wickliffe, 
OH 44092) Tony isn’t trying to publish a fancy big-circulation fanzine like OUT- 
WORLDS or ALGOL (well, it doesn’t look like it), but DH is an enjoyable unpreten
tious genzine. It has a lot of good material—Tony editorializes, Gary Grady advo-
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cates world government, Denis Quane asks why haven’t we been visited by more advan
ced civilizations, Donn Brazier folds a fanzine 39 times and climbs to the moon, 
Mae Strelkov tells of pre-Columbian South America, and Ben Indick has a wild faan- 
ish piece, "Last and First Fen, by Olaf Stapleclip." The meagreness of art and un
certain repro aren’t bad enough to detract from this excellent zine.

DOMELETTER 7, summer, 7pp offset. (350 or the usual; John Prenis, 161 W Penn, Phil- 
idelphia, PA 19144) News and articles about building with domes and other experi
mental structures.

DYNATRON 60, Sept, 20pp. (Trade or show of interest; Roy Tackett, 915 Green Valley 
Rd NW, Albuquerque, NM 87101) Personal chatter and editorial ramblings, notes on 
books, and letters. An unpretentious, fun little fanzine. Try it and see if you 
like it.

GUYING GYRE 1, fall, 18pp. (50^ or the usual; Gil Gaier, 1016 Beech Ave, Torrance, 
CA 90501) Gil teaches a SF/fantasy class for high school students, and this is what 
the zine is about. Fairly detailed and informative, especially the information a- 
bout the students’ attitudes and opinions. Recommended if the subject interests 
you.

KOSMIC CITY KAPERS 4, Aug, 19pp. (250 or the usual; Jeff May, Box 68, Liberty, MO 
64068) A small, low-key fanzine. Best feature is Jodie Offutt telling why "I would
n’t want to be a Teacher—It’s Bad Enough Being a Mother." Eric Lindsay gives a 
glimpse at fannish life Down Under. An anonymous report on Kubla Khan Klave. The 
heart of the issue is Jeff’s editorial Kaperings. Still available for 250 is KCK 2, 
with Howard Waldrop’s Midamericon report, which I highly recommend.

KYBEN 9, Sept, 24pp. (350, or the usual?; Jeff Smith, 1339 Weldon Ave, Baltimore, 
MD 21211) Jeff has a conrep on Discon, highlighted for him by his acceptance of a 
Hugo Award for the elusive James Tiptree* And a letter from Tiptree himself. Most
ly a personalzine. Somebody named Michael Carlson goes on for 4 pages about travel
ing in Pennsylvania. Not recommended..

MAYBE 37, Oct, 20pp. offset. (750, 3 for $1, or contributions; Irvin Koch, a/o 
Chattanooga Back Bldg, Chattanooga, TN 37^02) This issue devoted mainly to catching 
up on letters of comment. Also tells why #40 was published, between #36 and #37 and 
why #38 will be the last information/fanzine review issue.

NEBULOG 1, Sept, 11pp multilith. (probably unavailable; Pat Wilson, no address 
given, Murry, KY) Produced by one of the SF classes at Murry State University. You 
know it must be bad when Steve Beatty says a poem is the best thing in the issue. 
There are also two short stories and a short essay on Huxley. Not recommended.

NEW LIBERTARIAN NOTES 34/35, Sept, 48pp offset. ($1.05 for this double issue, other
wise 700 or trade; Samuel E. Konkin III, Box 294 Stuyvesant Sta, New York, NY 
10009) Flawless printing for contents that don’t deserve such fancy packaging. This 
is an "All-SF" issue of a libertarian publication that has a lot of SF thrown in. 
But the editor claims it is a SF fanzine with a libertarian slant. This issue in
cludes the end of an SF unpopularity poll, well-written plot summaries (if you 
want to know exactly what a iovel is all about before you read it—or if you don’t 
want to read it), and average amateur fiction. The outstanding feature is the con
clusion of an interview with Heinlein. NLN suffres from loose, unskilled editing. 
A little effort and care, rather than money, expended on the zine would improve it 
significantly.



NOTES FROM THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 8, Oct, 24pp. (300 or the usual; Denis Quane„ 
Bax CC East Texas Sta, Commerce, TX 75428) A frequent fanzine devoted to serious 
discussion of SF. Biggest feature in this issue is an interview with Roger Elwood, 
which goes a long way towards clearing up the fears some fans have had that Elwood 
is dominating the anthology market. He describes his attitudes about SF and his 
philosophy of editing. Also several book reviews. Impeccable repro. Highly recom
mended.

OZONE 1, Sept, 6pp. (250, contrib, or loc; Mike Bracken) Some reviews that Mike 
thinks don’t belong in EPSS and a little personal chatter. Not recommended unless 
you get it for a letter of comment.

QWERTYUIOP 7, Sept, ^Opp. (250 or the usual; Sam Long, Box 4946, Patrick AFB, FL 
32925) Rather faanisn zine with mainly British readership. Features in this issue 
are a report of Eastercon and a history of the Melbourne Science Fiction Club. Also 
several humorous pieces. Recommended.

RATAPLAN 16, May, 17pp. (4 for A31.6O or the usual; Leigh Edmonds, PO Box 74, Bala
clava, Victoria 318j, Australia) Not recommended unless you want to read a lot of 
trivial things about Australian fandom or find out in detail what John Foyster 
thinks of the Times Literary Supplement.

RUMEJSE 1, Sept, 18pp multilith. (availability uncertain; Mark Daley, Bex 281J 
University Sta, Murray, KY 42071) Put together by one of the two SF classes at 
Murray State University. The title is Danish for spacetravel. Good short story, 
not-so-good short story, and yours truly reviewing an Elwood anthology and criti
cizing Bradbury’s reputation. Compares favorably ta NEBULOG, but still not recom
mended.

SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY ON TV 7, Aug, J7pp. (400 or the usual; Beth Slick, 
9030 Harratt #2, W Hollywood, CA 9OO69) Just what the title says it is. Mediocre if 
you’re interested in the subject; otherwise not recommended. I don't see any point 
in listings of movies that could have been seen in various areas a few months pre
viously.

SCG 31, Oct, 2pp. (GRAFAN membership or trade(?); GRAFAN, Box 4268 Twr Grv Br, St 
Louis, MO 63163) Newsletter of the Graphic Fantasy and Science Fiction Society. Not 
recommended.

SOITGOZE 9, 10, Sept, 10, 12pp ditto. (200 or by arrangment; Tim C. Marion, 614 
72nd st, Newport News, VA 23605) Intriguing, sometimes strange, personalzine by and 
about Tim C. #9 is mainly excerpts from letters on a previous issue. #10 is the 
first part of a report on DisCon—from a personal viewpoint, but still more inferm- 
ative than any I've seen yet. SIG is more varied in content than any ather person
alzine I've seen (all 3 of them...). Recommended,

STAR FIRE 4, Oct, 43pp. (500 or the usual; Bill Breiding; 424 Central Ave, San 
Francisca, CA 94117) This is the opposite of NLN—good material in a lousy package. 
Bill reveals some things about his life. Roger Sween tells of his friends in col
lege. Donn Brazier reviews a few fanzines and then has a story based on an idea 
that Bradbury could have used if he didn't fall into a worshipful trance whenever 
he thought of Mars. Sutton Breiding talks about fanzines in a tcr.gue-in-cheek 
piece called "The Zen of Graphics." Only two poems in this issue, and both are worth 
the time it takes to read them. But Bill can't spell, and his typing disability 
doesn't help matters any. The zine looks only a little more literate than Charley’s 
"progris riports" in"Flowers for Algernon." This can convince potential contributors
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(myself included) to send their work elsewhere. This is unfortunate, because SF 
could be a really good zine. One bright spot in the look of the zine is the art
work, which is both abundant and well produced considering it has been hand traced. 
SF is conditionally recommended—if content is more important to you than form, as 
it is for me.

STARLING 29t Oct, j6pp multiaolor mimeo. (500 or the usual; Hank and Lesleigh Lut- 
rell, 525 W Main, Madison, WS 53703) Sc-called "popular culture" fanzine, with SF 
not mentioned at all except in the book review column. Most of the contents deal 
with music. Hntrcrous tall tale about "How to Write Swell."

TABEBUIAN 16, Nov, 16pp offset. (250, 15 for $3, or the usual; almost monthly; Dave 
and Mardee Jennette, Box 330374 Grove* Miami, FL 33133) This issue is mostly about 
the Jenrette’s trip to England. Past issues have included short features on SF, sci
ence, math, education, photography,... Recommended.

TANDSTIKKERZEITUNG 7, Aug, 20pp. (250 or the usual; Don Markstein, PO Box 53112, New 
Orleans, LA 70153) Entertaining personalzine with Don’s comments and letters from 
readers. Natter on origins of slang terms, comic books, a review of Wertham’s The 
World of Fanzines.

THIS THING DOESN’T HAVE A NAME YET, GOT ANY IDEAS? 1, Oat, 2pp ditto. (Patrick Myers, 
a/o Mike Bracken) A plea for contributions. Pat wants to do a small fannish zine. 
There’s a moderately good possibility he’s a hoax, but I’m not criticizing him for 
that—I only invited him to join Apa-H. I thought 3 fanzines was too many for Murray, 
here Fort Bragg is even smaller..

TITLE 31, 32, Oct, Nov, 24pp each. (250» letter, or contribution; reliably monthly; 
Donn Brazier, 1455 Fawnvalley Dr, St Louis, MO 63131) A lot of short excerpts from 
letters, long letter from Richard Shaver, report on fandom in England (all the fmz 
are folding), article on the practice of sending sample copies of zines,...all kinds 
of things. Basically conversation in print. My favorite fanzine.

TILL THE COWS COME HOME 3, Oct, 44pp offset, (the usual; Alan & Elke Stewart, 6 
Frankfurt am Main 1, Eschenheimer Anlage 2, Fed. Rep. of Germany) The Stewarts are 
expatriate English fans and thus most of the contributors and letter-writers are 
from England. Con reports from personal point of view. They send it airmail! Recom
mended.

YANDRO 228, Sept, 37pp. (500 or 4 for #1.80; Robert & Juanita Coulson, Rt 3, Hart
ford' City, IN 47348) I can’t think of too much to say about this issue, which con
sists mainly of short reviews and long letters, and a good Cthulhu mythos story.
Yandro is nearly the last fanzine I’d expect to have fan fiction. It’s the only one 
of these zines that I paid money for—that ought to be some kind of recommendation.

ZYMUR-WORM 20g, Oct, 23pp mimeo & ? (5C0 or the usual; Dick Patten, 2908 El Corto 
SW, Albuquerque, !TM 87105) Dick Patten and Bob Vardeman have combined their respec
tive fanzines, ZYMURGY and SANDWORM. The major part »f this issue is occupied by 
an article by Al Jackson (formerly with NASA) predicting where an expanding, tech
nologically advanced civilization can find room to put its people. I only skimmed 
this report, because Asimov has said it better.

Fanzines for review should be sent to Steve Beatty, 1662 College Terr Dr, Murray, 
KY 42071. Steve also edits PHOTRO^ which he will send in trade.
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TWAS TH J NIGHT BEFORE WCRLDCCN
by Sam Long

((Last issue I printed my version of Twas the Night Before Worldcon. Sam Long said 
"Nice but..." and went on to rewrite the first half of it. Leaving me hanging there, 
he asked if I’d like to see the rest of it. Of course I replied yes.))

Twas the night before Worldcon and all thru the land 
Not a faned was stirring, not even a slan. 
The genzines were stacked in the boxes with care, 
In hopes that a BNF soon would be there.
The neos were nestled all snug in their beds 
While visions of roneos danced in their heads. 
Femfan in her kercheif, I with a nightcap, 
Had just settled down for a’ short evening’s nap, 
When out at the pool there arose such a clatter, 
I sprang from my bed to see what was the matter. 
Away to the hall door I flew like a jock, 
I ripped off the hinges and broke off the lock, 
When what to my wondering eyes should appear, 
But a small mimeo and eight kegs of good bheer. 
With a little old duper so lively and quick, 
I knew in a moment it must be Abdick.
More rapid than one-shots his keglets they came, 
And he whistled and hiccupped and called them by name: 
"Now Porter, Now Glyer, now Ted White and Dickson, 
On Locus, On Bowers, on Connor and Glicksohn! 
To the top of the dais, the top of the hall, 
Now dash away, dash away, dashaway all!" 
As crudzines, that before true faanishness fly, 
When they come to a good faned, make the chap cry, 
So up on the rooftop the keglets they flew, 
With a bagful of zines and Abdick, alas, too. 
And then in a twinkling I heard on the ceiling 
The sound of each keg of bheer rolling and reeling. 
I pulled in my head and was turning to port, 
When in thru the hallway he came with a snort. 
He had a broad face, and a little bheerbelly 
That shook when he cranked like hectograph jelly. 
A bundle of stencils was flung on his back, 
And he looked like a huckster just opening his pack. 
His eyes how they twinkled, his beanie how fannish, 
His cheeks were like rosebud, his ears like an annish. 
He was dressed all in brown and green, yellow and pink, 
And his clothes were all covered with corflu and ink. 
The stub of a roachclip was tight in his teeth, 
And the fumes they encircled the head like a wreath.
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He was chubby and plump, a right jolly trufan, 
But I retched when I smelt him—he didn’t use Ban. 
A wink of his eye and a shake of his arm 
Soon gave me to know I’d no cause for alarm. 
He said not a word, but went straight to his work 
And ran off the one-shot and turned with a jerk, 
And’ circling his finger beside of his. head, 
And giving a nod, out the doorway he sped. 
He sprang to his bar, to his team gave a yell, 
And away they all flew like a bat out of hell. 
But I heard him exclaim, ere he drove out of sight, 
"Happy Worldcon to all, and to all a ghood night!"

RUDOLF THE WEf-NOSED NEO

by Sam Long

Rudolf the wet-nosed Neo/ Had a very shiny zine,
But if you ever saw it,/ you would hardly say ’twas keen. r
All of the other faneds/ used to laugh and call him troll.
They never let poor Rudolf,/ join in any egoboo poll.
Then one foggy Worldcon eve,/ Tucker came to say,
"Faned with yjur zine that shines,/ won’t you write for me some lines?" 
Then all the faneds loved him/ and they shouted out with glee 
"Rudolf the B-Nef trufan, you’ll go down in history."

CoXTOl? /OU’^e M<jrr &OIMG jO Tuts...”

I



THE OCTOBER COUNTRY

Ray Bradbury is unquestionably one of the best writers ever to delve into the 
fields of horror, fantasy, and science fiction. Critics take him to task for the 
unscientific content of his science fiction stories, maintaining he actually isn’t 
a1 sf writer. Phillip Jose’ Farmer in THE BOOK OF PHILLIP JOSE’ FARMER (DAW Books, 
$•95* p.227) tells us that Bradbury, Trout, Vonnegut, and many other sf writers 
use little, if any, science in their ’science fiction’. Their stories are merely • 
parables for interpretation by the readers*

THE OCTOBER COUNTRY is ene of Bradbury's best books. Fifteen of its nineteen 
stories originally appeared in Bradbury’s first book, DARK CARNIVAL (a short story 
collection from Arkham House, 19^7)• In 1955* Bradbury selected, edited, and even 
rewrote several, adding to their number four newer stories. The resulting THE 
OCTOBER COUNTRY is a powerful monument to Bradbury’s skill at evoking horror and a 
generous sampling of hio 'earllEot^wcr’k.

Gracing THE OCTOBER COUNTRY are illustrations by Joe Mungaini who later collab
orated with Bradbury and Doug Wildey on a presentation of THE MARTION CHRONICLES as 
a daily comic strip. The beautiful illustrations have been retained in the latest 
of the title (Ballantine, $1.25). And now, story by story, BRADBURY IN DEPTH...

’’The Dwarf" concerns alienation, loneliness, and the waste of human life, Ralph 
Banghart runs a funny mirror maze on a carnival pier and is amused by a dwarf’s 
nightly visits to his maze. The dwarf, ’Mr. Big’, enjoys seeing a tall version of 
himself. Aimee, Ralph’s girl, pities the little man discovering he’s actually a 
superb writer. She buys the dwarf a mirror so he need not visit the carnival any 
more. When Aimee devotes time to the dwarf’s well-being, Ralph becomes perturbed and 
destroys Big’s mirror image in fiendish revenge. Thea,Mr. Big takes his own revenge.

The story’s ending is a let-down. Instead of Banghart’s tall, handsome self
image being destroyed before his death, Bradbury’s ending parallels one of Big’s 
murder stories in which a dwarf kills his tormentor. The disturbing possibility 
the murder story was non-fiction is left open, but a psychological ending is not 
used.

Alienation and ironic waste of life are well-handled. Ironically* the genius 
writer is a freak while those who laugh and ridicule his size (which has always 
been something to ridicule as in the cliche "He made me feel two feet tall.") ane 
normal and of average intelligence. Aimee points out, "Life fixed him so he’s geod 
for nothing but carny shows, yet there he is on the land. And life made us so we 
wouldn’t have to work in the carny shows, but here we are anyway...How come...that 
we got the bodies, but he’s got the brains and can think of things we’ll never e- 
even guess?"

It is the uncommon man (or genius) who is the most tortured by such maladies as
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deafness, insanity, homosexuality, early blindness, loneliness* and deep feelings of 
inferiority. His life often ends in suicide or early natural death due to disease or 
overwork. Surmounting his problems often makes him a greater man* Bradbury is dem
onstrating that all uncommen men—by their very badge of superior intelligence—are 
freaks, outcaetes from normal humanity, alienated from life.

Ralph has various reasons for despising the dwarf, At first amused by the short 
person’s mirror fantasies, Ralph relates shortness to inferiority, equaling it with 
impotency. Perhaps he’s angered by Aimee’s gift of a mirror to the dwarf. Ralph de
tests the fact that a girl he’s made love to could have any feeling for an inferior 
(and thereby impotent) freak. Ralph is also jealous. Could such a creature steal 
his girl? The barker doesn't realize his jealousy of the dwarf gives Mr. Big a ri
val’s status.

Pity is a two edged sward as Aimee discovers. If Aimee had not purchased a mir
ror, the dwarf would have continued to come to the maze, to only be laughed at be
hind his back. No deaths would have resulted. By her constant harping and the pur
chase of a mirror, however, Aimee forces Banghart, sick enough to shatter others' 
dreams, to consider Big a rival.

Mr. Big himself is to be considered. Height causes him to regard guns as a means 
to ride tall in the saddle. Unconsciously, he also regards fire weapons as an in
strument with which to prove his virility. When he confronts Banghart with the gun, 
he's showing the world (and himself) that he's a man. Guns are only a crutch...even 
as Mr Big's name is a crutch to make him feel big. Killing a persecutor, in real 
life ervin his stories, gives him the same high, but it makes him no better than the 
human verman he's exterminated.

As you can see, "The Dwarf" is a very thought-provoking story. "The Next in 
Line", the next in line storywise, is not. This chiller was written after Bradbury 
traveled to Mexico, visiting The Catacombs (an underground crypt where the dead are 
mummified) during The Day of the Dead (A mexican holiday celebrating death which 
is split into two days—The Day of Dead and The Day of Dead Children—and held No
vember 2 and 3). Picnics are held on the dear departeds' graves, complete with set
tings for them. Candy skulls, coffins, and various deathly novelties are sold to 
natives and tourists. Mexicans are taught from childhood not to fear death, but to 
embrace it as a new beginning—a concept reflected in the holiday of parades and 
ceremonies. Bradbury also utilized The Day of the Dead (El Dia* de Muerte) and The 
Catacombs in "The Candy Skull," "El Dia' de Muerte," and "The Lifework of Jaun 
Diaz" (the later adapted on the Alfred Hitchcock TV series).

"The Next in Line" is a story rich in description, especially the descriptions 
of the mummies (which I can assure, having seen slides of the same mummies, are ac
tually as Bradbury painted them). In the story, Joe and Marie visit The Catacombs, 
spending several days in the nearby village where bodies must be buried quickly and 
unembalmed. Marie cann't get death out of- het mind and the recent celebration of 
The Day of The Dead(a.k.a. All Souls' Day) doesn't help her emotions. Marie fears 
she'll die and be interred with the mummies. Having at last convinced Joe to leave, 
the car breaks down and they're forced to spend several more days in the town, Mar
ie dies and Joe realizes an unembalmed body in the heat would decompsoe quickly. 
Joe drives out of town, forgetting once and sheepishly reaching "...over to touch 
the seat beside him...Which was empty."

Necrophobia (fear of death) bringing death is not a new plot device, but its 
use in the Mexican background is well-done and original. Suprisingly, nothing is 
brought in as far as an actual confrontation between concepts of death in America 
(a horrible end) and Mexico (a new beginning).

Marie is a very strange woman. From the start, she is frightened of the town. 
She doesn't want to see the mummies, but is ashamed of her fears (which she proba
bly thinks are unfounded. Perhaps Marie attributes her own fears to queasiness, ' 
though they might be better characterized as women's intuition.) and doesn't tell 
her husband (because she knows he'll laugh at her as he does). When Marie tentative-
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ly suggests the subject, Joe tells that he's already paid for their hotel room for 
the night. Though he can get a refund, she doesn't press the issue. Skeletons, the 
bones picked clean by the ages, don't frighten Marie. Skeletons can't harm anyone— 
they don't look human-like or alive. Some people don't realize a skeleton is part 
of them (an idea Bradbury developed further into a story, "Skeleton")., Marie i,s 
probably among them. Childlike, to forget seeing the mummies and being stuck in 
town, she reads and rereads her hoard of magazines, attempting to drown the fear 
with modern realities, but doesn't.succeed. The mummies scare her because they're 
still human like, screaming out in petrified agony. She identifies with them, em
pathizing to death. Marie seems to realize that her husband is no longer in love 
with her, a fat, aging woman who has seen better days.

Joe isn't worried about the mummies; in fact, he's amused by them and his. wife's 
fears. He ignores her while the car's being fixed and doesn't believe she's not 
feeling well. In the end, Joe's happy to be rid of her and glad to get such a bar
gin on the gravesite.

"The Watchful Poker Chip of H. Matisse" is a boring tale. Briefly, it details the 
story of George Garvey and his lionization by wealthy intellectuals. Garvey, the 
world's most boring man, is courted by the avant-garde set who laugh at his ignorance 
of culture (Joyce, Tennessee Williams, etc.) and who delight in observing his cul
ture (the finer things of life like beer, Milton Berle, etc.). When Garvey begins 
to lose his audience, he 'accidentally' losoes a fingertip and later an eye, repla
cing them respectively with a mandarin's'fingerguard and a poker chip with an eye 
painted on it by Matisse.

Matisse cameos in much the same way Picasso does in "In a Season of Calm Weather" 
(the basis for the disappointing Bradbury film, PICASSO SUMMER) ..a quick off-stage 
scene. "Poker Chip" carries off a good idea badly. A 20 year-old tale, it is more 
dated by the references to the intellectual idols of the day than its companion stor
ies. The central idea, Garvey being so boring he's humorous to the high-brows, might 
serve as the basis for a good tale set in the present.

The central theme of "Skeleton" is the idea that a skeleton can rebel against its 
owner. Mr. Harris, a reknowned hypochodriac, has the idea subtly implanted in his 
mind by a "bore doctor", one M. Munigant. Munigant is an inhuman monster who de
vours bone marrow. As we leave the story, Munigant is chewing on Harris’ bones. Har
ris' wife Clarisse came home to discover a ghastly sight in the living room. To 
quote Bradbury,

"Many times as a little girl Clarisse had run on the beach sands, stepped on a 
jellyfish and screamed. It was not so bad, finding an intact, gelatin-skinned 
jellyfish in one's living room. One could step back from it.

"It was when the jellyfish called you by name..."

"Skeleton" is the kind of story that shouldn't be read in the dark or after a 
visit to the doctor's (unless the doctor resembles Robert Young. Everybody can trust 
Dr. Welby). It's horrifying in the same way HP lovecraft's "The Call of Cthulhu" is. 
Neither tale, however, would work as a film. Neither the jellyfish nor Cthulhu could 
be pictured on film as well as in our mind's eye. Nor could that last sentence in 
"Skeleton" possibly be successfully reflected cn film.

Harris the hypochondriac believes from the start something is wrong with his; 
bones, but the belief is only a hypochondriac's illusion. After Harris consults M. 
Munigant, the aches become an obsession. Harris only consults Munigant because his 
own doctor, Dr. Burleith, refuses to humor him and by chance?, Munigant is the near
est "bone specialist" in the area. Munigant is very sympathetic to Harris' plight, 
leading Harris to trust him. For his own sinister purposes, Munigant gives Harris 
a detailed anatomical sketch to study (and with which to think up new imaginary 
aches), allowing him several weeks so the full psychological impact of rebellious 
bones can sink in.

Paranoia becomes the order of the day. Harris is revolted by the sight of his
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protuding skeleton and those of others. He can’t believe he’s had a skeleton for so 
many years (’’All those years I’ve gone around with a— SKELETON— inside me!’’). In 
a particularly ludicrous scene, Harris questions a fat man about how the man suc
ceeded in burying his skeleton in mounds of fat. Harris regards his skeleton as a 
separate entity (not as part of him, as Clarisse tells him. Clarisse laughs off her 
husband’s fears in much the same way Joe ignores Marie’s misgivings in ’’The Next 
in Line’’.), The skeleton is an enemy. When paranoid Harris is involved in a car 
wreck, he becomes classically convinced the skeleton did itt. It’s a shock to all of 
us to discover at the story’s climax the skeleton did have something to do with it.

Despite the strange sound of the name, ’’Munigant” has no exotic origins I could 
discover. (Stretching things a bit, we could conjecture ’’Munigant” as ’’Muni - gant 
(or gaunt)'*. ”M.” before Munigant might signify ’’Monsieur”. The. actor Paul Muni 
played Frenchman Louis Pasteur in a famous movie. Pasteur, as everyone knpws, fool
ed around with diseases such as anthrax. "Gant”, in French, means ’’glove”. "Gaunt”, 
on the other hand, actually has something to do with bones. It means, according to 
WEBSTER’S, "thin and bony; hollow-eyed and haggard, as from great hunger or age” 
and "looking grim, forbidding, or desolate". Investigating the unusual name turns up 
nothing concrete, regardless of my wishful thinking.)

What is Munigant? Internal story clues make him out to be a monster of sorts— 
something out of Dali and Fuseli. He smells sinisterly of. iodine and his tongue is 
round, possibly hollow, tube-like (the better to suck your bone marrow?), giving 
him a strange, whistling accent. Munigant handles skeleton x-rays as if they’re fine 
paintings or PLAYBOY centerfolds. He’s characterized as "a small man”, "a little 1 -u- 
mouse”. He seems to shrink before he does the skeleton-devouring bit. When he can’t 
have human bones, Munigant chews breadsticks to "keep in practice”. He’s very much 
aigourmet— for when he does get his dinner, he contentedly devours it. M. Munigant 
is a strange creature.

”It was one of those things they keep in a jar in the tent of a sideshow on the 
outskirts of a little, drowsy town." Thus, Bradbury starts a little tale curiously 
known as "The Jar" which has elements of many other stories in it. It, like "The 
Lifework of Juan Diaz", was adapted by Alfred Hitchcok on TV, like. "The Dwarf”, a 
carnival (DARK CARNIVAL?) is involved, and like "Skeleton", it is very good Brad
bury.

A very simple plot— Charlie buys "the thing in the jar" from a carnival huck
ster. "The jar" becomes a much-admired and much-puzzled about object in the area. 
Charlie is lionized by his friends and given a respect he’s never known before. 
And, as in "The Watchful Poker Chip of H. Matisse", when Charlie’s nearly forced 
to give up that respect, like George Garvey, he does something about it. Thedy, 
Charlie’s wife, dislikes ’the thing’ and has come to detest Charlie. When Thedy 
visits the carnival with Tom Carmody (former social lion thereabouts and envious of 
Charlie’s upsurping his position), they discover ’the thing’ is allegedly made of 
rubber, paper-mache, silk, and cotton. Thedy threatens to reveal the fact to Char
lie’s friends (who variously think ’the thing’ to be: a brain, a dead baby, a kit
ten, a voodo god, a jellyfish, etc.). Charlie kills her (or so we must conclude) 
before she shatters his friends’ dreams (unlike Mr. Big in "The Dwarf" who waits un
til his dreams are shattered), substituting her head for "the thing in the. jar".

Subtleties hint at the upcoming murder. Upon selling ’the jar’, the carny boss 
says (though it’s impossible to tell if he’s kidding Charlie),, "’I was tired of 
seeing that damn thing around...lately, I been thinking things about it, funny 
things;..• ”’• Is it ’the jar’ which sinisterly dredges up the terrible memories of 
Mrs. Tridden (is ’the thing’ her swamp-lost baby?) and Juke Marmer (Why does ’the 
thing’ remind him of the litter of kittens he once had to drown?).. Is it ’the jar’ \ 
which in fluences Charlie’s evil actions? Certainly! Loss of ’the jarv’s mysteri- 
•us origin would mean Charlie’s loss of importance. Above all, he wants to be some
one ("an emperor" as he puts it)'.

Other reasons cause him to commit murder. Charlie believes Thedy is having ’am
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an name a. canine pet) outside

affair’ with Tom Carmody and that she lied about visiting the carnival. He can’t 
let her spoil his fun or change the beliefs of the many people who think ’the jar’ 
is something important, Charlie no longer considers her his wife— she’s lost to 
him and like the kitten, useless. In ’the jar’, she can only drift around and 
stare, not harming anyone.

Tom Carmody can only look at ’the jar’, wondering if indeed it’s Thedy. Tom 
’’who can never smile again" can’t be sure— he’s in the same boat as Mrs. Tridden 
whom he jeered for her fantasies. Now, he has his own fantasies concerning ’the ’ .. 
jar’, but are they fantasies?

After Thedy’s disappearance, ’the thing’ is different— it now positively has 
brown hair and blue eyes. The regulars don’t notice the difference— some think 
it’s a little different, none are sure. They still talk about ’the thing’. And it 
still reminds Juke of drowning kittens.

"The Lake!' affects you. If Ray Bradbury hadn’t written THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES • 
or any of his other famous books, he’d still be remembered in horror conoisseur 
circles for "The Lake", As are many of literature’s greatest works, "The Lake" is a 
tale of love and death. Its horroE aspect is only incidental.

"The Lake" is a sad story— a young girl drowns and the young boy who innocent
ly loved her grows up, returning years later to the lake to discover their love 
transcends even death, (The idea of sandcastles being completed by the dead love of 
the protagonist was later used effectively in the 1972 CBS telemo/ie SANDCASTLES 
with Herschel Bernardi and Jan-Michael Vincent.) A lovely gem it is, one which I’ll 
not degrade by lingering on further.

"The. Emissary", another story of a love-loyalty of sorts trenscending death, al
so affects one, but not in the same way as "The Lake". "The Emissary" fills one on
ly with horror. Martin, it seems, is sick and bed-ridden, but he sends Dog (quite 

to bring home visitors. Dog, always in 
trouble from digging where he should
n’t, only ever succeeds in returning 
with Miss Haight, Martin’s teacher. 
Miss Haight dies in an auto accident., 
leaving Martin with no visitors. A 
lonely month later, Dog ends the no
visitor problem by taking a lot of 
trouble and digging up faithful ’teach’, 

It’s a simple tale with 
those last few frightening 
words ("Martin had compan- 
y»") bringing a sheer feel
ing of horror over the pro
ceedings. It fails, however, 
to be more than a horror 
story. It frightens-— but we 
expect it to do more, like 

"The Lake", "The 
Emissary" doesn’t, 
it ends— a touch
ing tribute to ca
nine loyalty, un
like; feline loy
alty demonstrated 
by a cold-blooded 
cat in Ambrose 
Bierce’s most hor
rifying story, 
"John Mortenson’s 
Funeral"•
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The story occurs in October, reaching its climax three days after Halloween. 
Halloween has always been a theme in Bradbury's work, endlessly fascinating him. 
It (and the late October period and Halloween’s Spanish equivalent, the Day of the 
Dead) are evident in SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES, "Homecoming", "The Dead Man", 
"Uncle Einar", "The Next in Line", "The Candy Skull", "The Watchful Poker Chip »f 
H. Matisse", etc. and of course, THE HALLOWEEN TREE. (And even in the name of the 
story collection, THE OCTOBER COUNTRY.) Bradbury considers Halloween his favorite 
holiday.

Martin is bed-ridden and relies on Dog to be his eyes, ears, and legs in the 
outside worli. Dog provides the two things that make the story work: his constant 
digging in places where he doesn't belong and his inability,to bring home any com
pany other than Miss Haight. Dog's loyalty leads him to dig up Miss Haight and lead 
her to Martin, which signifies she, too, feels a loyalty to Martin (perhaps even a 
love for Martin who is ten years old (coincidentally Harold in "The Lake" is only 
twelve). Martin has feelings, possibly approaching love, about Miss Haight as dem
onstrated in the passage: "...she was so young and laughing and handsome and her 
hair was a soft, shining brown like the season outside the window, and she walked 
clear, clean, and quick, a heartbeat warm in the bitter afternoon..." Do they share 
more than a teacher-pupil relationship? (Possibly a mother-son relationship— since 
Martin is unable to confide his feelings in his mother. Miss Haight could serve as 
a substitute.) I doubt it. This is probably just a case of my reading too much in
to something.) Miss Haight'S love-loyalty bit compeles her to come back from the 
dead to be with Martin, so he won't be lonely. The ending leaves us with a rather 
sublime, nominal enigma. What does the dead Miss Haight plan to do with Martin to 
raise his spirits? He's already beaten her at chess.

"The Emissary" is also filled with some very ironical Bradbury (like something 
one finds in the work of Robert Bloch): "Dog was a bad dog, digging where he should
n't. Dog was a good dog, always making friends. Dog loved people. Dog brought them 
home." Then in waltzes dead Miss Haight. It is very funny. Curiously enough, when 
Bradbury attempts humor ("The Watchful Poker Chip of H. Matisse" comes to mind), 
he doesn't always succeed, but here where Bradbury is serious, we find some of his 
best tongue-in-cheek writing.

Choosing between the titles "Shopping For Death" and "Touched With Fire", one. 
finds the later, apparently Bradbury's favorite of the two, is an apt title for 
the story. It refers not only to the summer heat in which the story occurs - but 
to the self-hate taint that leads to murder. "Touched With Fire" details the story 
of two retired insurance salesmen, Foxe and Shaw, who have formulated a disturbing 
theory. They believe that certain people unconciously develop over-bearing person
alities in order to punish themselves. Thus, they continually shout at and offend 
other people, becoming potential murder victims. When the potential murderee cross
es paths with someone who can't (or won't) take his venom ( a potential murderer), 
a murder results. Furthermore, Foxe and Shaw.discovered that most murders taka- 
place at 92°. Foxe and Shaw, who at first regarded the research of their theories 
as a hobby, have at last decided to try and save potential murderees by warning 
them of the consequences that may follow their actions. They follow and watch one 
Mrs. Shrike, discovering she is a potential murderee, but when they explain their 
theories to her and reveal they've been watching her, Mrs. Shrike directs her anger 
at them. Foxe nearly strikes her— revealing to hiftgelf he is a potential murderer i 
(as are we all?). As Foxe: and Shaw leave Mrs. Shrike's tenement, Mr. Shrike, a> long
shoreman's hook in his pocket and a look of murder in his eyes, bursts- past them 
and up into his apartment. It is 92°.

'Mrs. Shrike', to pull the "what's-in-a-name?" bit, is definitely a symbolic 
name. A shrike is a shrill-voiced bird with a hooked beak. Mrs. Shrike is certain
ly shrill-voiced. A strange bird, she is not in* the least bit concerned that an 
unfrayed light bulb over her bath tub might result in her death and that her un
concern may result in her death. She doesn't want to know, her subconscious hate 
of herself and of life prevents her from wanting to know. She usues the excuse of
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being horrified, that two men would follow and watch her to berate them and. thereby 
put the issue of murder oniice. She doesn’t want to hear about it anynfore— possi
bly because set heart;she knows Foxe and Shaw are right,

Foxe detests himself after the episode with Mrs. Shrike, Both he and Shaw know, 
that he’s to be watched now, he’s a potential muderer. Foxe realizes that murderees 
can’t be helped— they won’t change their ways. Shaw has known ti&t all along. 
Muderees don’t want to be helped, they want to be killed. (Will they■resort to su
icide if they remain alive long enough? No*, suicide carries a stigma that they don’t 
want. Some may resort to unconscious suicide, a so-called ’accidental death’— like 
drinking medicine in the dark, crossing the street witout looking both ways, etc.) 
Shaw doesn’t want to vara people— not;only because he doesn’t want to be held up 
to ridicule, or fight the losing battle of trying to save a person who wants to 
drown,

The entire story is touched with fire. There are constant references to summer 
heat, bringing out the theory that most murders are committed at 92°— the height 
of irritability. It is 92° when Foxe attempts striking Mrs, Shrike, It is 92° when 
Mr. Shrike bursts in through the tenement door. Slowly, through the story, the sus«j» 
pense builds— what is going to happen at 92°?

The enfant terrible in the much-anthologized "The Small Aeassin" murders his 
mother and father before the doctor gets him. Most of the story deals with Alice 
Leiber’s suspcions about her murderous baby. She first becomes suspicious during, 
the birth, a difficult Caesarian delivery. Alice thinks she’s going to die, killed 
by the very thing she brought into the world. Dr. Jeffers and her husband David 
generally ignore her, hoping she’ll get over the hate they attribute to the pain 
the delivery created. Alice, however, hates the baby because she thinks it’s evil. 
She wants to kill it and tries to, but the baby outsmarts her. (Still,, she loves it 
and can’t watch when she thinks she’s murdering it.)

After Alice’s death, David realizes there is something evil about the baby... 
it’s too young to know what it does— to be so aware of things. David theorizes 
that a few infants out of all the millions bora are selfsufficient at birth. Such 
infants would have no conception? of right or wrong. And removed as they were forci
bly from the womb, they would hate the ones who had brought them into the cold cruel 
world— their mothers and fathers. Being self-sufficient and ’innocent as a new
born babe’, Lt would be easy to kill their parents: leave a toy on the stairs, turn 
the gas on, all accidents. David, too, is killed. Dr. Jeffers, who knows suicide, is 
impossible because David was heavily sedated at the, time, though he isn’t quite 
sure the baby has done it, tracks down the .infant and kills it. The infant, whose 
tale predates ROSEMARY'S BABY, is aptlynamed Lucifer.

It is chilling to think something so small and innocent could do anything evil, 
just as it's chilling to think someone as short as a dwarf could murder someone. The 
baby kills for survival— doesn't Alice suspect him and try to kill him? Shouldn't 
she be disposed of before she can attempt it again? David must be eliminated before 
he suspects the truth behind Alice's death. Dr. Jeffers would probably be third on 
Lucifer's list— because he's heard David's? theories and might suspect their veraci
ty. It is Jeffers who knows David was not a suicide. Jeffers is very dangerous, butt 
he gets Lucifer first.

Beginning and ending with an auto accident. "The Crowd" (approximately Brad
bury's seventh published story) presents another of Bradbury's strange theories. 
THE OCTOBER COUNTRY contains.several such stories: "Skeleton"-can a skeleton.rebel 
against its owner;."Touched With Fire"-are certain people muder victims at hearty 
and "The Small Assassin"-are certain babies evil at birth? "The Crowd'' shows that 
certain members of the crowds who gather around auto accidents have a reason to be 
there. It is a variant of Poe's "Man of the Crowd".

Mr. Spallner has an auto accident. A crowd gathers quickly and seems (to Spali
ner) disappointed when they conclude he isn't going to die. Recovering, Spallner 
takes a bizarre interest in researching the,crowds (through pld newspaper pictures 
of auto accidents) ®f various districts. He discovers that same people show up at
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at the site of auto accidents in the same cloths over a periei of years. Spaliner 
confides in his friend Morgan (Who believes him), borrowing a car from Morgan to go 
down to the police station and report the phenomena. Spaliner is involved in another 
accident and is murdered by the Crowd.

Spallner, like Harris in ’’Skeleton”, is never given a first name. He’s de-per- 
sonalized, we’re not intended to identify with him. Spallner discovers that the 
crowds are indigenous to their own areas (”‘A Brentwood accident will bring out one 
group. A Huntington Park another”'). Accidents also draw normal people, but it is V- 
the regular crowd-members who always arrive first, who decide who will live or die, 
who murder auto accident victims by moving them. Spallner believes these arowd-memU :,* 
bers are probably the vengeful ghostly, victims of auto accidents themselves. The 
group he encounters always arrive together. There are five: a freckled boy, a thi^, 
pale young man, an old man with a wrinkled upper lip, a red-haired, red-aheeked 
man, and an old woman with a mole on her chin. When he is dying, Spallner at last 
realizes there will be a new face in the group— his own.

Morgan believes Spallner, but he’s kept in the side-lines. He’s the character to 
whom Spallner presents his theories (as David presents his to Dr. Jeffers in ’’The 
Small Assassin”) .. He doesn’t do much else. We’re supposed to identify with hin>— 
theories presented to him are presented to us. Unlike. Jeffers, Morgan does nothing 
to put things right, to avenge Spaliner’s death. In truth, there is nothing he can 
do. Hww can one man fight The Crowd?

I can’t say I ever cared for ”Jack-in-the-Hox”• It neither horrifies nor enter
tains. Symbolism is deeply involved in this tale and that makes it hard to pin down.

Edwin lives with Mother and Teacher in some great many-roomed mansion hidden 
from the world. Not too far away are ’’’...the Beasts that run down paths and crush 
people like strawberries’Mother warns Edwin not to go in that world. The Beasts, 
’”those Terrors on the road’”, killed Edwin’s fattier. Father (who Mother refers to * 
as God)built the house, the only world Edwin has ever known. Edwin has no concep
tion of death and often wonders what it is. On the day the story ©pens, Edwin dis
covers a forbidden door open— he enters it and goes up to a tower where he sees the 
real world for the first time. He’s scared of it as he sees the beetles which run on 
white ribbons (cars on roads?), red, white, and blue handkerchiefs on white poles 
(flags?), and fingers sticking up from the ground (buildings or people?). Frighten
ed, he runs to school where he confides in Teacher. He also points out the fact 
that Mother and Teacher look alike. Teacher satisfies Edwin’s rebellious feelings 
by ordering ^other to give Edwin two hours alone each day. Edwin meanwhile can’t 
get a jack-in-the-box opened. There is nothing in the house with which, to open the 
toy— just as nothing in the house aan emancipate Edwin’s own feelings. At last, 
symbolically, Edwin hurls the jack-in-the-tax to the pavement in the outside garden 
to open it. Mother has once again advanced Edwin’s birthday (every year Edwin gets 
to open a forbidden door to a room in the house)— to quiet her own fears and his 
feelings of rebellion against the status quo. ^he new door opens into an elevator 
which takes him more quickly to School in the Highlands (one of the houses upper 
floors). He’s very happy, but the next day is different. He wakes up and goes to 
get Mother cnly to find her very cold and asleep. Teacher is also missing. Edwin 
discovers ©ne of Teacher’s grey gloves in Mother s possession— she had been both 
Mother (parent and disiplinarian to Edwin) and Teacher (friend and teacher to Edwin). 
Edwin decides Teacher has accidentally wandered into the outside world and leaves 
the house to go look for her. If he can find Teacher, she can wake up Mother, On 
his way.out ofthe garden, he sees the jack-in-the-box. The force of the fall has 
opened it. In its way, it smiles. It has found freedom. Mother had always told Ed
win he’d die if he ventured beyond the forest of trees and into the outside world. 
He reasons that death is probably something good— otherwise Father-God would have 
come back from it. He discovers the reality of the outside world, touching every
thing he comes across on a city street (people, lamp-posts, dogs, etc.), yelling to 
all that he’s dead and it’s good to be dead, A policeman who observes the kid con
cludes that it’s ’’’one of them new kid games, I guess.’” s
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Edwin is the age of most typical Bradbury young boys (16-14), what might be 
termed ’the years of wonder*. Such Bradbury youngsters still have the innocence of 
childhood, but are becoming more worldly as they pose on the threshold of young 
adulthood. His exact age is probably 13 because Mother had advanced his birthdays by 
at least three months. Thirteen years of knowing the one.world— that of the house- 
makes Edwin glad to be free, even if it means (to him) he*s dead. He believes it’s 
good to be dead. (Is Bradbury trying to tell us something? As pointed out earlier, 
to many religions and peoples of the world, death is good. Bradbury is telling A- 
merica (or at least those reading) to revise its beliefs. Death isn’t all that bad.)

Mother-Teacher probably maintains her dual identity to give Edwin more Compan
ionship. Mother beats Edwin when he’s bad, Teacher comforts him. Mother makes him 
toe the line. Teacher helps him do forbidden things (like reading books in the. cen
sored library). Thus, Mother can be both friend and disiplinarian withouticAnfusing ti 
or alienating Edwin. It is strange that she hasn’t made some provision for Edwin*o 
care in case of her death. Once during the story, Edwin?hears ether voices, possibly 
these of kitchen help or servants, but their presence is not otherwise made known 
during the remainder of the story. Mother-Teacher regards Father as God. He’s the 
one who built this mansion, a rich man whose home is his castle. MotheivTeacher tells 
Edwin that, when he’s 21, he’ll be God of the house. All this brings in the ques
tion of Christian allegory— was Bradbury underlining the theological points about 
a child who believes he’s growing up to be God? (All children, until they are taught 
otherwise, regard, themselves as the center of the Universe. It was Mother-Teacher 
who made Edwin the center in his universe.) I doubt if Bradbury intended any such 
rev eala tions. Religion has been, with few exceptions, from Bradbury’s fiction.

Death is again the theme in ’’The Scythe” (approximately Bradbury’s eighth pub
lished story). Death ic involved 'in aost of THE OCTOBER COUNTRY im various forms: 
the fear of death, love transcending death, a sheltered child’s idea of death, eta. 
’’The Scythe!’ concerns Death himself.

Drew Ericksen, a transient farmer, and his family take the wrong turn? on a road 
and end up near a farmhouse. Drew enters the farmhouse to ask for some food for his 
family, finding only a dead man with a blade of wheat in his hands, a scythe, and a 
will which entitles the finder of the man’s body to farm,/ scytha, Usat wheat fields. 
Drew reaps th®, wheat, but it rots as soon as it’s cut. It also ripen® strangely?— 
one patch at a time, only enough for one man to cut in a day. Upon. the. scythe are 
the words "WHC WIEXDS ME— WIELDS THE WOHLS". Cutting dbwn> the wheat one day, Dr^w 
hears a aEcreeani and knows his mother has died. When, a letter revealing that fact 
comes •ttie next week, Drew decides to move from the farm. His wife, Molly, however, 
refuses to leave the one place where her kids have food, shelter, and a bed. 
Weeks later, cutting down the Wheat, Drew, decides ha and his family can Liva for
ever if he just refuses to cut their wheat stalks when-ha finds them. Suddenly, 
Drew discovers his family’s stalks are in front of him and throws down the aaythe. 
He won’t kill them. That night the farmhouse burns down. Molly and the kids, who 
should have died,, in the fire, lie in the curious state between life and death. Drew 
realizes he must ant the wheat and does, but in. angry sorrow, he. destroys both rip® 
and green wheat. The deaths of World War H result.

"There: is a fantasy piece by Ray Bradbury," Kingbley Amis tells us in NEW MAPS 
OF WELT., "where human fates are determined by a real man with a scythe cutting., 
down real wheat somewhere in the Middle West. The dread of finding that one-is being 
used...i,eappears in many places where specific characters...ar® thus exploited."

"The Scythe" is a simple and straight-forward story, a well-told relative of 
the many "Death Takes a Holiday” type Stories in literature, pulp magazines, and com
ic books. Further verbiage on it is unnecessary•

"Unde Einar” is a. happier, lighter story, embracing much of the joy that Ed
mond Hamilton’s 1934 story ”He That Hath Wings!* brought to th® concept of a. winged 
human. ’’Unde Einar” occurs after "Homecoming*, another story in THE OCTOBER COUN
TRY which will be discussed later.



Uncle Einar has great green wings. On his way home from the celebration in 
'’Hemecoming” one Halloween he drunkenly crashes int® a.high-tension electrical tow
er. Hiding in the woods the next day, he meets Brunilla and falls in love with her. 
That evening, he discovers his night-flying radar sense has been destroyed by the 
electricity. He and Brunilla get married and have several kids, but Uncle Einar is 
discontented. He can’t fly at night and it’s too dangerous to fly during the day. 
He solves the problem by masquerading as his children’s kite, enabling him to fly 
whenever he desires.

Uncle Einar, just like David in ”He That Hath Wings” (which Bradbury probably 
read— it appeared in WEIRD TALES when he had been reading it for awhile. Edmond 
Hamilton later became a good friend of Bradbury’s), broods when it is not possible 
for him to fly. Flight means freedom. Even masquerading as a kite gives him that 
freedom. Freedom is a precious thing— to him and to Bradbury who was completely 
horrified at Nazi book-burning.

In ’’The Wind” (approximately Bradbury’s sixth published tale), ’Bradbury offers 
another strange theory— that the winds are made powerful by the souls of people 
killed by its children (hurricanes, typhoons, tornados). Allin is a travel writer 
who has discovered that fact and is being persecuted by the winds because of that.

His friend Herb Thompson listens to his ravings, humors him, and 
comforts him by keeping him company those nights when Allin know® 
the wind is going to get him. However, on the December night the 

> story occurs, Herb’s wife won’t let him visit Allin because of
t dinner guests. Via phone calls, Allin tells Herb what’s happen-

“*^■4 ing as the winds tear down his house to finally get to and ab-
f PA sorb hi®* 
| jU < The story shows an allegiance to Ernest Hemingway, Before
S I A ■ writing it, Sam Moskowitz tells us in SEEKERS OF TOMORROW (World 

S Publishing Co., 1966, $6.00), Bradbury had only copied the styles
of science fiction writers. It was the first story he wrote in 
the manner of a mainstream writer.

■’The Wind”, otherwise, is only a typical curse-type story- 
reminiscent of Frank Belknap Long’s ’’The House of Tindalos” 
which Bradbury may have read (though it was originally published 
in WEIRD TALES when he was only 9). At any rate, the plot is a f.. 

familiar ®ne, though Bradbury’s handling of it is rather undishtinguished and less 
chilling than the remainder of THE OCTOBER COUNTRY.

Unlike the protagonists of ’’The Crowd” and ’’Skeleton”, Allin does have a first 
name. What he lacks is a 1st name. He’s more personalized and more easy to identify 
with than the others. Despite Allin’s predicament, he manages to call Herb and give 
him (and the reader) a blow-by-blow account of the wind’s attack. Though at first 
he wishes Herb is with him, Allin realizes that would only put Herb in danger, to®. 
Herb, on the other hand, wh^’s sat often with the travel writer who’s called wolf 
doesn’t particularly wantvto waste more time with him. He lets his wife boss him 
into staying home because of the guests. When Allin calls again to tell him the. 
winds have finally come, Herb wants to go to him, but lets his wife and Aliin pre
vent him doing it. All in all, Herb is easy to push around.

Once again, Bradbury tells the story of the youngster (11 years old) encounter
ing horror and dispensing with it in his own way. Douglas is the youngster. (No 
mention is made of his last name, but it might be Spaulding. Douglas Spaulding, of 
course, is the protagonist of Bradbury’s ’’novel”, (not reall a novel since it was a 
book spliced together out of several non-fantasy stories with new interim chapters 
thrown in) DANDELION WINE, That ’’novel” occurs during summer 1928 when Douglas ia 
12. ’’The Man Upstairs” occurs sometime before August 192? (probably July 1927) when 
Douglas is 11. In the latter, Douglas is staying with his grandparents who, accorc^w 
ing to DANDELION WINE, live near Doug’s home. In "The Man Upstairs’’, Doug’s father 
is in the military and there ia no mention of mother or brother. However, I think 
it’s the same Douglas in both.) Douglas, as the story begins, observes his Grandma
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gutting a chicken. Doug’s Grandparents rent rooms. Doug takes an instant dislike 
to a new boarder, a tall, thin, darkly-dressed man, Mr. Koberman. He eats with 
wooden ’silverware’, dislikes silver, works at night and sleeps during the day, and 
only uses pennies— ho silver coins. ’-Then Doug looks at him through a colored glass 
window, he sees something out of this world. Unfortunately, Koberman sees him 
watching and later breaks the window, causing Douglas to be whipped for the aot. 
Doug nurses his quiet hatred for Koberman and saves three pieces of colored glass 
for later use. Meanwhile, three murders have occurred. Other boarders venture the 
theory a vampire is on the loose. The next day, while Koberman is asleep, Douglas 
enters his room, sees what he really is through blue-colored glass, guts Koberman 
(whose organs are a clutch of rings, triangles, pyramids, and squares), and fills 
him up with $6,70 worth of dimes, killing Koberman.

•’Douglas” is perhaps an apt name for the protagonists of both "The Man Upstairs" 
and DANDELION WINE— both which deal with memories of Bradbury’s childhood— be
cause it’s Bradbury’s middle name.

This is ine of Bradbury’s most smoothly-written stories. Drawing on his child
hood memories often gave Bradbury some of his best horror and non-fantasy stories. 
It was written in the period before Bradbury actually confronted the relationship 
between father and son. Many of his early stories involve childless couples ("The 
Next in Line", "Skeleton", ’’The Jar", etc.) mother-son relationships ”Jack-in-the- 
Box", "The Lake”, "Homecoming", etc.), and single men ("Touched With Fire”,"The 
Wind”, "The Crowd", etc.). Father-son relationships are either so minimal as to be 
entirely missing from the story ("The Scythe", "The Emissary", "The Small Assassin”, 
Homecoming”, etc.) or characterized in different fashion as in ’’Uncle Einar" where 
Einar is more characterized as an uncle than a father. It’s as if Bradbury pur
posely avoided the father-son relationship until later in his career when he could - 
confront it (to some extent) in DANDELION WINE and later (much more satisfyingly) 
in SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES. It’s as if Bradbury has expelled a. very person
al demon— as Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. finally does when he rids himself of the Dresden 
Bombing in SLAUGHTER-HOUSE FIVE. As Sam Moskowitz points out, "He ^~Bradbur^7 rare
ly mentions his father /"in his stories//’ ’who had a job with a power company’ and 
when he finally pulls back the curtain in his dedication to A MEDICINE FOR MELAN
CHOLY, published in 1959s ’For Dad, whose love, very late in life, surprised his 
son,’ it is most revealing."

Kingsley Amis in NEW MAPS OF HELL has this to say about "The Man Upstairs”: 
”Ray Bradbury has a couple of this kind /"of horror story concerning mutilation/? 
In ’’The Man Upstairs”, a nasty man-like creature, probably , but not certainly, an 
alien, is deprived of his internal organs, which turn out to be geometrical gela
tinous hunks, and then sewn up again like the frog expert /"in Nigel Kneale’s ’’The 
Pond”/7. The performer in this case, typically for Bradbury, and not untypically 
for all such tales, is an eleven-year-old boy, who again typically says, on being 
promised a vacation to forget it all, ’Why should it be bad? I don’t see anything 
bad. I don’t feel bad.”'

’’There Was an Old Woman” details the story of Aunt Tilday, a lady who refuses 
to believe in death. When her body dies, her spirit remains and she unsuccessfully 
tries to prevent the removal of her body to the mortuary where the blood is drained 
from it. With the help of Emily, an orphan she brought up, she makes it down to the 
mortuary where, through blackmail (or rather ghostmail— since Aunt Tilday explains 
she’ll haunfc the establishment otherwise), she convinces the mortuary vice-presi
dent to fix up and give her her body back.

It’s a quiet, unassuming story which again presents another Bradbury theory a- 
bout death— if you don’t believe in it, you won’t die (or at least your spirit 
won’t). Aunt Tilday is not only too stubborn to die, but stubborn enough to take her 
body back from the dead and make it work again.

"The Cistern” is one of Bradbury’s shorter horror stories. Its plot is very sim
ple— Anna and Juliet are "Old Maid" sisters who live together. One rainy afternoon; 
Anna tells Juliet her dream about a drowned man and a drowned woman who live in the
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sewers beneath a. cistern near Anna’s window and coldly love ea6h-other at the whim 
of the waters that carry their bodieso Anna believes drowning increases someone’s 
beauty* She tells Juliet that the man has been in the sewers for five years, but 
the woman has only recently entered them. Juliet presses Anna about the dream 
couple’s identities. Anna reveals them to be herself and Frank, a mother-dominated 
male whose love she lost years before. Juliet is horrified, but succeeds in getting 
Anna’s mind off the subject. Later, Juliet drowses off, subsequently awakened by 
the slam of the front door. Outside, the cistern’s cover opens and closes. Anna has 
gone to her love.

"The Cistern’-' was written fairly early in Bradbury’s career, one among many 
’The’ stories which could categorized as tales of simple objects ("The Piper", "The 
Candle", "The Wind", "The Crowd", "The Ducker", "The Emissary", "The Sea Shell", 
"The Lake", "The Jar", "The Poems", "The Tombstone", "The Night", etc.). It was 
published in a mainstream magazine (MADEMOISELLE)— which had also published "The 
Invisible Boy" and "Homecoming". The story is actually not much of a horror story— 
there are no inhuman monsters or old dark mansions. It’s very much like "The Lake"— 
both involve drowning and love transcending death. In "The Cistern"’s case, however, 
several qualifications must be made. Frank is probably not dead. To Anna, he may as 
well be. She loved him very much, but couldn’t force him to rebel against his • 
mother’s domination. They parted. Anna hopes he’s killed himself because of their 
unfulfilled love (committing suicide because one cannot love one’s love has always 
been a very romantic idea.)— that he’s down in the sewers waiting for her. Juliet 
indicates that couldn’t be so— but Anna is possessed by the idea and drowns her
self (or so it’s safe to assume) going to him.

Another interesting idea in this story is that of water controlling the corpses’ 
actions— as it takes them around the world (according to Anna), letting them make 
cold love and twirling them forever in each other’s arms. Indeed, the water is life 
to them. Drowning is actually a very nice way to go as one’s water-logged body is 
claimed by the oceans forever and at the same time, made more beautiful by them. 
It’s akin to being pickled in formaldehyde, but, of course, more beautiful.

"Homecoming" is another damn good story. Originally published in MADEMOISELLE, 
it was included in the 0. Henry Memorial Award Prize Stories for 19^7* Sam Mos
kowitz says it expresses "...the yearning of children for some of the magical at
tributes of the creatures of superstition and fancy, brilliantly defined, with 
the hint that Bradbury’s intimation of morality was derived in his early youth 
from folklore."

It is Halloween in Mellin Town, Illinois (also referred to as Mellin Village). 
Every 25 years ’The Family’ meets to celebrate Allhallows Eve ("Homecoming" was 
published in October 19^6 and occurs either then or in October 19^5* The next cel
ebration, according to the story, was to be held in Salem in 1970»)» Timothy, a 
norma1 boy born to a family of monsters, is looking forward to the celebration with 
his visiting relatives: Uncle Einar (events about whom after "Homecoming" are chron
icled in "Uncle Einar"), Uncle Johann, Uncle Fry, Uncle Jason (a vampire), Aunt 
Morgiana, Grandmama, Grandpapa, Frulda, Helgar, Cousin William, Cousin Vivian, 
Leibersprouter (who changes form from a mouse into a human— a weremouse?), and 
Great-Great-Great-etc.-Grandma (ah Egyptian mummy). Nearly all of ’The Family* can 
be construed as vampires of a sort— all drink blood, sleep during the day and roam 
at night, and do their sleeping in coffins. (Uncle Einar, we know through his story, 
is no vampire. He can function during the day.)

Timothy’s immediate family includes his parents, three sisters— Cecy (who lies 
in bed while her spirit roams outside her body enabling it to inhabit other people’s 
bodies and look through their eyes), Laura (who makes people fall in love), and 
Ellen (probably a witch) and three brothers— Bion, Leonard, and Sam (the trio 
doubles as the town’s undertakers which enables them to get blood, easily).

Allhallbv.s Eve comes and Timothy finds himself patronized and left out of the 
proceedings because he is a normal fourteen year old child. Cecy takes over his body
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for a while— Making it drink blood and fly— just like ’The Family*, but Cecy re
veals she’s controlling him, exposing Timothy to cruel jokes* Uncle Einar is Tim
othy’s only friend, during the celebration aid he offers some good advice io Timo
thy. "Don’t feel badly. Nephew Timothy. Each to his own, each in his own way. How 
much better things are for youc How rich. The world’s dead tor us. We’ve seen so 
much of it , believe me. Life’s best to those who live the least of it. It’s worth 
more per ounce, Timothy, remember that.” After the celebration has ended and every
one has gone home, Mother tells a tearful Timothy, ”’We love you. Remember that. We 
all love you. No matter how different you are, no matter if you leave us one day. 
And if and when you die, your bones will lie undisturbed, we’ll see to that. You’ll 
lie at ease forever, and I’ll come visit every Allhallows Eve and tuck you in the 
more secure.’”

Timothy is a complex character. He’s enchanted with the surpernatural and wants 
to be like his family (He even prays to The Dark Lord to make him that way) • Timo
thy wants desperately to belong. That’s why he tells Cecy ”1 want to do something 
at the party to make them look at me, something to make me belong, but there’s no
thing I can do and I feel funny and well, I thought you might...*" After Cecy has 
revealed she controlled him to ’The Family* and Timothy is humiliated, Timothy 
hates her, but later before the guests leave she cakes it up to him by feeding him 
the words to a song he doesn’t know and using her powers to let him momentarily 
occupy his relatives* bodies. It is his mother who makes him realize that he is mor
tal— that he’ll die unlike him immortal relatives. It is a sobering thought for a 
youngster to face.

The last story in THE.OCTOBER COUNTRY is the strangest. It is one of Bradbury’s 
man non-fantasy stories (of which only one other, ’’The Watchful Poker Chip of H. 
Matisse”, appears in THE OCTOBER COUNTRY). ’’The Wonderful Death of Dudley Stone” fo
cuses on a writer. Dudley Stone (a "dud” is a person or thing that fails) is a 
writer in the 20*s-30’s who quit writing when the critics say his next book will be 
his greatest. Stone then dropped out of sight for 25 years. The story’s narrator 
(the story is written in first person) is a Mr. Douglas (again Briadbury’s middle 
name appears) who wants to find out what happened to Stone and why he quit writing. 
Douglas journeys to Stone’s New England home where he finds the writer alive and 
well. It turns out 25 years ago he had quit writing because of a jealous writer fri
end (whose writing had never been as good as Stone’s) had threatened to kill him. 
Stone had traded his life for never writing agiin, destroying his two finished man
uscripts. Stone also reveals to Douglas that both manuscripts were terrible and not 
"the great works" the critics expected.

"The Wonderful Death of Dudley Stone" was originally published in 1954 by which 
time Bradbury was-an established writer in science fiction as well as outside of it. 
This story was probably based on fact in some way. Perhaps Bradbury, at the apex of 
his success (at this point in time, both THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES and FAHRENHEIT 451 
had been published), secretly desired to chuck it all and run for mayor as Dudley 
Stone does. More likely perhaps is that Bradbury was inspired by the career of noted 
WEIRD TALES writer and Lovecraft friend, Clark Aston Sgjith. Smith produced, between 
1928 and 1936, over 100 short stories and novelettes, hen, he mysteriously stopped 
writing to produce approximately 25 short stories over'the next 25 years until 
his death in 1961.

The above is the much lengthened and much revised version of an article that first* 
appeared in a one shot called MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES (January-Febuary 1974).
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What I’m really talking about is a FANZINE... but that’s a 7-letter word. 
Grasp this concept, it’s important. It illustrates one of many qualities a fanzine 
editor must have to be a success: RESOURCEFULLNESS. This badly needed quirk in the 
personality really-means that when your publishing empire lacks all resources, you 
must jump on a dogturd and turn it into a king’s crown.

So you don’t have a typewriter. Join a church and con the preacher into letting 
you put out the bulletin. Meanwhile, when he’s back at the ranch, knock out a few 
stencils for your zine. If all else fails, forget mimeography and print your zine 
by hand on the back of a Ditto master; you can also draw, pretty pictures this way. 
Of course, your print run will be limited. So what? Be resourceful", turn it into 
an advantage. Make your zine difficult to get; have fans clamoring for it.

How about a mimeograph machine? That same church you just joined probably has 
one of those things, too* You can always wrap a pad around a large juice can, smear 
it with ink, tie on a stencil and roll it across a sheet of paper. l>e!t me know how 
it comes out.

Really,-and now we get into the second qualification, a fanzine editor should 
have a well paying job and does not bother to budget his expenditures. You ougjht 
not to have any other demands on your paycheck, either. Such things as warm food, 
shoes, rock records, and booze are luxuries — and suitable only far mundanes. Give 
them up! .

Another thing you should have is time — plenty of it! Make sure that well pay
ing job does not require more than two hours of work because you may want to do a 
layout, answer a letter, or call Hollywood and ask Robert Bloch for an original 
short story (3 single-spaced pages, maximum). If you live in Hollywood, call Bob 
Tucker in Jacksonville, Illinois. To save time, don’t play tennis, golf, ping-pong, 
bridge or any other such time consuming frivolities. Stick to business. If you’re 
married, pass up the smooching. If you’re unmarried, this is a little harder to ac
complish; so make it quick, if you have to dilly-dally. Get the person of the other' 
sex (or whatever) to help collate, and then brush hands together over page 24•

What intellectual qualifications are required? First, you must be able to read. 
If you can’t, what will you do with all the LoCs that come pouring in? Second, it 
is helpful if you can come close to spelling a word correctly. Don’t make a fetish 
of this, though, for you can always claim the error to be a typo. Make the attempt 
to spell your own name correctly, however; if it gives you trouble, devise a clever 
pseudonym, say, Jessica Salmonson or Matt Schneck.

Develop a large' vocabulary of four-letter words — not for use in the zine but 
for use while you are getting it ready.

That about covers the generalities, and I hope I’ve been of help. There are a 
few more technical hints that may lead you to great success in the fanzine busin
ess.

To wit:'don’t- forget to put at least one .sheet in the zine in an upside down 
position. This is a MUST for a first issue. Without it you will find that fandom 
takes no notice of your meteoric appearance on the fanzine scene; they will treat 
you as an established faned. Ed Connor will not review you in any volume of his 
ECHO LIBRARY. Even this: you will be overlooked by some kind words from Buck Coul
son. So remember: ONE PAGE UPSIDE DOW!
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Further: it’s a good idea to place a least one of your inked thumb prints on 
some page of your choice. Don’t be blatantly egotistical about it; smear it a 
little! And FIVE fingerprints on the odd-numbered page backing the even-numbered 
page with the thumb print is carrying things a little too far. Have restraint! Or 
wash your hands before collating. That person of the opposite sex will appreciate 
it, too, as hands touch over page 24.

Finally: treat your contributors as you would have them treat you. If an ar
tist sends you a sketch for tracing onto a stencil, dress it up a little, add some 
lines of your own, give it oomph. Use proper tools — a straightened out paper
clip works better than those styli that A.B. Dick sells for lots of money. (If 
you’ve just used the paperclip to ram out your clogged pipe, clean it first.) Al
ways improve on a writer’s phrases and especially his or her horrible choice of 
words. Almost any writer will be appreciative. Why, I once had a long-distance call 
from Paul Walker who wanted to climb right out at me he was so excited about the 
way I hacked one of his stories in two. Don’t let sloppy writing go through. If one 
of your contributors insists on writing such things as "their books", make the 
change to "there books". He’ll love you for it, and probably send you something 
else in the mail one day when you least expect it.

PS: stay home, don’t go te cons. Or, if you must attend a convention, go as 
Irv Koch. Frank Balazs is another possibility. Now, if you’re too beautiful to go 
as either of those two, how about Jackie Franke or Jodie Offutt?

There's a lot more to be t«ld — like announcing a format change or new editor
ial policy sc that you can re-title your zine with that great new idea you just 
had, like announcing the final issue each moth as your zine appears like clock
work, like selling subs for a five year period, etc. — but this helpful article 
shculd successfully launch you on a career in fanzine publishing.

Good luck, and here’s mimeo ink in your eye!



((Normally the book review column is written entirely by John M* Robinson. Unfor
tunately I have not been in contact with John since early September. Since I do have 
a couple of reviews written by other people and a nice Birkhead logo, I have de
cided to go ahead and use them, (John? John, where are you? John? Come home John.)))

RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMA by Arthur C. Clarke (reviewed by Harry Warner, Jr)

A very sore throat and near-complete loss of voice drove me home from this W 
year’s Worldcon just before the Hugo awards banquet. That was a personal disaster, 
because I could have experienced during the award ceremonies a new sensation. I’m 
chronically late in getting around to reading new science fiction books, I’ve never 
seen a Hugo presented for a novel I’d already read at previous Worldcons, but at 
the Discon, it would have been different. Somehow, I managed to read Arthur C. 
Clarke’s RENDEZVOUS WITH RAME before Labor Day weekend.

Obviously, a lot of fans admired it, or it wouldn’t have won a Hugo. But, how 
that my smirk of self-satisfaction over my right choice for reading matter last 
July has faded away, I’m bothered about something. This novel has recieved too lit
tle attention in fanzines, for all the praise it has won. Reviews were complimentary 
but sketchy, for the most part. Even though it’s no longer a new book, maybe the ac
quisition of its Hugo will justify a few more paragraphs to start filling the crit
ical gap.

I haven’t seen one aspect of RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMA mentioned in any fanzine. 
This is the first widely praised science fiction novel I’ve read in many years which 
would have made Hugo Gernsback entirely happy back in the 192O’s, when he was pub- 
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listing the first prozines. I don’t inean that as an insult to Clarke’s book. Inr- 
stead, I think the author seserves praise not only for turning out a '.fine novel j 
but also for proving that it’s still possible to write well in the style preferred 
by Gernsback. His novel is basically in the Wells tradition which Gernsbach respec
ted: one alien element in otherwise orthodox circumstances. It’s true that RENDEZ
VOUS WITH RAMA is set in the future when man has achieved more sophisticated space 
travel than we possess today and has done some colonizing of the Solar System. But 
the future is utilized mostly to permit the characters to go out and explore the 
mysterious vessel with greater freedom than we could do today with Apollo space
craft? there are no futuristic rabbits pulled from the Clarke hat to create new 
plat complications and supersensations. Throughout the book, there are brief inter
ruptions for little lectures on science and its applications, exactly like those 
that always turned up in the first years of Amazing Stories and Science Wonder 
Stories. Women play only an incidental part in the book, although admittedly Hugo 
would have bluepenciled the references to a pair of wives for one of the heroes.

The current craze for finding symbols and the author’s subconscious in science 
fiction stories leaves me less than enthusiastic. I don’t think psychiatrists would 
use up so much of their time to spend hundreds- of hours in conversation with a pa
tient to find his real motivations and handicaps, if it were possible to discover 
them by asking him to write a science fiction story and then analyze it. The plea
sure created by reading a good book can be spoiled if you give it only half your 
attention so you can simulaneously keep a close watch for real or imagined symbols 
in it.

So, one way I interpret RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMA isn’t to be construed as my theory 
about Clarke’s secret meaning or his involuntary disclosure of his deepest psyche. 
It’s simply something that occurred to me as soon as I finished the book. I started 
immediately to think how Rama resembles the entire universe. Now in 197^» man has 
just about the same partial comprehension of the universe as the book’s characters 
achieve in 21J0 in their efforts to learn facts about the enormous spaceship. In 
both the universe and in Rama, all sorts of wonderful, mysterious and complicated 
things happen, and we can only guess at how they work and what additional wonders 
may remain still hidden from our investigations. Nobody would argue that Rama came 
into existence without being the creation of some unknown creatures, and many, ef us 
find it just as hard to imagine this enormous, complex universe springing into its 
multi-faceted existence without someone to make it happen. If the explorers in 
RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMA fail to learn the purpose of the visitor to the solar system, 
we might feel less embarrassed at the fact that we haven’t learned for certain if 
there’s a purpose behind the universe.

Maybe Clarke had some intentions along these lines, after all. He seems to hint 
as much on the last page. His character’s emotions as the adventure is ending aren’t 
much different from the feeling that any intelligent human acquires as he approaches 
the end of his life: that sense of anticlimax and missed opportunities.

TOTAL ECLIPSE by John Brunner (reviewed by Wayne W. Martin)

This, like most of John Brunner’s other novels of the last few years, follows 
what has become, for him, a common routine. He has created a near-future existence 
for mankind, complete with gloomy development af the Earth. In TOTAL ECLIPSE, how
ever, he has removed the action of :the story from Earth and placed it on a formerly 
inhabited planet of Sigma Draconis.

As is also common to Brunner’s work, he has peopled the story with very real 
characters - not just chacters who stick to the obvious pattern of their chart, but 
three dimensional people who are able to come to. life and do, not the characteristic 
action, but their own deviation. The trick to this is in that Brunner manages to 
bring this deviation about in a manner that shows other, commonly unseen, sides of 
the person’s character rather than in a way that seems to break character.



The plot, which seetns superfluous to the simple observation of the characters 
going anrut their jobs up until near the end, is basically one of 'we’ve found an 
extnct, highly advanced alien rendition, what happened to them?’ (het quoted from 
the story)* Things are plunge^ into with the arrival of a ship from Earth on the 
Draconian world, with provisions, replacements,.and a Latin American army officer 
who was sent as a representative of Earth’s underdeveloped (and untrusting ef the 
highly developed nations who ran. the 'star flight program) nations.

The interstellar flight had been a U.N. project and while the big powers were 
the ones who, practically speaking, kept it going, the smaller countries had the 
right to put a halt to it and that was exactly what they intended to dw unless the 
fiery little Latin-American gave the project his okay after examing things. He had 
the authority, in fact, t* order the abandonment of the project and the return of 
all crew members to Earth, on the return flight that was to take him home.

Upon arrival, the little fellow proceeded to make himself exceptionally unpop
ular, using various spying devices, cross examining everyone, and giring the im
pression that he’d close the place down regardless of what he found out. This being 
the case, he got very little voluntary help from the crew who manned the eperation.

After suprisingly okaying the project and departing the planet, the Latin «f- 
ficer disappears from the mind as Brunner gives a scenario of how a human puts him
self in the place of a completely alien creature in order to evaluate how the alienc 
went abeut their develepement - the how being expected to indicate what it was that 
they found remaining.

Naturally Brunner has his romances dancing through out the pages of the novel, 
it wouldn't be recent Brunner if it didn't. That's only one of a number of side 
tangents Brunner dashes off on during the course of things, another is the worry 
of: despite the good bill of health they got, would the U.N. cease efforts on the 
project or would a war break out on Earth that would prevent the return of a ship 
to pick them up and return them home?

That facet takes ever the main interest near the end when the ship becomes over 
due and everyone is faced with the prospect that unless it does come, they will 
unalterably die - after all, man does not live by research alone, I wasn’t toe 
thrilled by the ending, but y&u.can't have everything.

I found the novel thoroughly enjoyable and reccomend it to anyone who enjoys 
Brunner’s recent works and even to those who seem to be turned off by his super 
left liberalism - there’s little here that I noticed, but I confess to being a. 
Brunner fan so maybe you shouldn’t trust me on that - try it yourself. It’s about 
like saying Heinlein wrote a novel without much right-wingism, speaking of which - 
I think I'll take a look for just that.

PROTECTOR by Larry Niven (reviewed by Margaret A. Basta) ■

This was the year of the problem for all sf fans who voted on the Hugos. There 
were too many very good novels nominated this year. There were David Gerroli’s 
THE MAN WHO FOLDED HIMSELF,. Authur C. Clarke's RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMA, add Larry 
Niven’s PROTECTOR.

PROTECTOR is quit® An interesting novel. It is more than that - it is an en
joyable book to read, which is more than can be said for Heinlein's TIME ENOUGH 
FOR LOVE.

It is a grand adventure tale, and worthy of its Hugo nomination. It fulfills 
all the requirements for enjoyable reading - it gives us a good plot conflict, in- ’ 
teresting though ene-sided characters, and enough action-and-adventure to remind 
•ne of the old days of sf.

Nothing really startling or controversial is introduced in this novel. PROTEC
TOR is just a fine example of the kind of book one should read whenever one is 
tired, depressed, bored, or looking for a writer who knows that the true purpose 
of writing is to entertain.

All I can say is that I wish this novel had been written next year, for if it
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hadn’t have had the Hugo, competitors it had, it would-have, surely won*.

RINGS OF ICE by Piers Anthony ..(reviewed by Mike Bracken) fi

I have read over 25 books in the past couple of month.s and only two of them 
would I highly recommend for someone else to read# Those are,MISSION OF GRAVITY* by 
Hal Clement and RINGS OF ICE by Piers Anthony. Since RINGS OF ICE is the more re
cent of the two, I have chosen to review it in the hopes.of filling the rest of 
Ulis page.

When I first started reading sf avidly, one book that* I found outstanding was 
Anthony’s ORN, so when I saw RINGS OF ICE staring out at me from a bookstand I 
couldn’t help but pick it up. RINGS OF ICE is a far cry from the Heinlein and Nor
ton I’ve been gorging myself on recently; the situation brings out the characters 
and lets the characters bring out the situation. Unlike Heinlein’s one-demension- 
al, right-wing protagonists, Anthony’s six characters are more like what you would 
find if you grabbed six people off the street, and yet none of them are subjected 
to being mere stereotypes. Each character has his own little quirks and each inter
acts with the other - they have to; to make the story come off•

The six people, three men and three women, are cramped together in a Winnebago 
moter home. Outside is a steady down pour of rain which is quickly flooding the 
lower regions of the world. The Winnebago is traveling from Florida to the Appa
lachians, in hopes of rising above the flood waters.

Inside are Gus and Thatch, the two who had the moter home in the first place, 
and who’s scheme it is to repopulate the world with the women they pick up along
side the road. Gus has a phobia against falling rain, and, although he is able to 
control himself and the group at all other times, will not go out into tne rain and 
can not act rational when the moter home stalls or their progress is otherwise im
peded. Thatch' was an illegitimate child and has let Gus become a father figure in 
a way. He will do anything that Gus tells him to do, but is otherwise a quiet per
son.

The first person they pick up during the storm is Zena, who became a meteorol
ogist so that she could hide from love and sex. She is afraid of what might happen 
if she ever fell in love and even more afraid of the sexual act. Zena is the only 
one who knows the real reason behind the rain but, because of loyalty to or fear 
of the government, she won’t give a straight answer when questioned on this sub
ject. Zena plays the major role in the novel and as things are discovered by her, 
we the readers learn them.

The second person they rescue from the rain is Gordon/Gloria, a male transves
tite who comes close to being a split personality, ’./hen a situation calls for a 
man Gordon becomes a man among men but when the situation calls for a women Gorden, 
as Gloria, becomes the epitome of womanhood. Gloria can cook,,sew, and do other 
things that are normally "women’s work”. Gordon can not. Gordon., on the other hand., 
is able to do the more physical things that are usually left for the men. He is, 
in either guise, a strong figure.

Gordon was Gloria when he was picked up and when he finds out what the inten
tions of Gus and Thatch are he says, ”1 cannot remain with this group under false 
pretenses.” He then proves his worth when the Winnebago stalls out in deep water.

The third person to be saved from a drowning is Karen, a diabetic who needs 
insulin to stay in control of herself. Karen is the‘.only married member of the par
ty and her husband is on the west coast, assuredly dead - no further mention was 
made of him. She appeases Gus’s sexual desires, thereby gaining a toehold in con- 
troling him. She is not promiscuous, but sensible in that she knows how to force 
him to ao things he might not otherwise do. (She once forced him cut in the rain 
to take his turn at guard'duty by saying that she wouldn’t return until he did. Un
fortunately, once out in the rain, Gus becomes a blubbering idiot and has to be 
helped back inside.)

Floy is the feurth and last person to be picked up by the automotive ark. She is 



a thirteen year eld with palsy* Hfer parents left ;her locked in a restroom at a ser
vice station. with her cat Dust Devil. they stop for gas.
The door is net enly locked, but th® dear has swollen so that Zena has to pry it 
•pen.

Although Floy has palsy and her ccsrdination isn’t what it could, be, she turns 
•ut to ba a pretty good little fighter when the chips are down-, as does Dust Dearil 
who managed to relive.an attacker ©f his eyeball. She has no real redeaming quali
ties except a will to live. Gord’cn^Gloria takes, her under his wing and gives her 
thee special attention that she needs. At. the. same time; he Mcckve Gloria less and 
less often.

Zena becomes pregnant by Thatch, ar expirience that she didn’t want to go 
through and yet one which she’ initiated^ Later she discovers that she’s in love 
with him.

Both Gfcdcni and Karen die during the course off the story and, because off the 
lack of food the other membei's of the group are forced into cannibalism. These 
scenes made me queasy (as they did at legist one other person that I know of) •

The four remaining at the end of the story have found a new meaning in life, 
and a reason to continue building a new civilization. "Mankind would coniinue-and 
perhaps this time it would build on a better foundation."

An excellent novel and I highly recommend it to anyone? willing to read non— 
stop.

EMPHASIS #1 edited by Davidi Gerrold and Stephen Goldin . (reviewed by Margaret A.
Basta)

This book is touted as a showcase for new writers. Well, as with most antholo
gies promising new talent, you find talent, and then, well...

•The best of the anthology is Michael. Toman’s ’’Shards of Divinity". Once, you 
realize what he is doing you begin to admire the writer.

Other new writers that showed promise were Joseph Pumilia and hi® story "Wil- 
lowisp", and Don Picard with "Ghto-o". Mr. Picard’s story in particular was ab
sorbing. I can’t say that I really liked "Gato-o" (the word really means ’ghetto’) 
but I can admire and respect the man’s writing talent. Don’t read "Gato-*" if 
you’re depressed.

As with most anthologies, some of the stories were good, some were even read
able, and seme were ugh. The anthology is worth the investment, though. And I’ve 
been given to understand that there will he. an EMPHASIS #2,

MISSION OF GRAVITT by Hal Clement (reviewed by Mike Bracken)

Here I am once again, my last review overran the page (written on stenail, you 
know - kind, of hard to squeeze in) so noWI’m back trying to fill in the rest of 
this page.

Basically what I want to say in thia small amount of space is that MISSION OF 
GRAVITT is a thoroughly enjoyable bode.

Although this is the first thing I’ve read by Clement, I found that he did not 
lack for imagination and that his story progressed smoothly from one moment to the 
next. He did not pull any fast double talk to get himself out of bad situations, 
he was able to keep himself away from them in the first place. He didn’t pull any 
stream of consciousness arap, but built upon a good story line and let his charac
ters act without any messages from God.

The aliens in his story, while not being something I could point out as alien 
from their, outlook, were well done and enjoyable.

The novel has its humorus points and its serious. Worth picking up even if it 
is old (1953).
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Dwain Kaiser, c/o Magic Door Used Books, 169 N. Euclid, Upland, CA 91786

I*m settled back and relaxed in my chair, an open bottle of Setrakian Mountain 
Red Burgundy next to me (excellent wine, and quite reasonable in price) and an i®- 
sue of KPSS in front of me. Now if I could think of something to say...hmmm (pause 
here, a couple of sips of wine, a long stare at my ceiling, a shorter stare at my 
typer keys)... onward onward...

I’ve always found it extremely hard to comment on artwork...either you like it, 
or you don’t, and that’s about it. Now if I was an artist I could find- something 
deep and important to say about your cover but since I can’t draw at all I can just 
comment on liking it and hope that that sad little piece of egoboo causes Sheryl 
Birkhead to realize that her work didn’t go unappreciated (her logos were fine too). 
I also liked Simon Agree’s work in your issue (it was a shame that the illo on 
page 13 didn’t come out better, electrostencils just can’t do large black areas).

TIME TRIP was interesting...even with the changes in the professional science 
fiction field (ha pulp in every garage^) the fan field has remained static. There 
have been changes, many of them, but the more it changes the more it stays the same 
(and fandom, compared to ’’real life’*, has changed very little over the last ten- 
fiftfeen years). KPSS is an example...it would be impossible to date it outside of a 
few dated articles (change the ”1974 Hugo Winners” to ”1964” and you’ve got a ten 
year olf fanzine...) Hell, Indick’s article reminds me of many articles I rean in 
fanzines ten or more years ago...somethings never change (for that matter I swear 
that I remember ’’The Pulp Gripe” from one of the first fanzines I read in ’62...I 
think articles: about how ’.’good” the pulps really were started the day after the 
pulps folded and have continued up till today, and will continue into the far fu
ture as long as someone remembers them, or has read them).

Joe Kennedy became more than just a school teacher, I’ve had Glasses in college 
where his poetry was read• He writes under the name X.J. Kennedy (if my memory 
serves me right). The poetry I read of his was really fine (one of my teachers con- . 
sidered him the finest young American poet alive at the time).

I agree with Tom Reamy- fandom seems-to be in a time limbo.
I’ve read more than a few, ’’Twas The Night Before...” since I joined fandom. 

I’ll say this tho, yours was one of the rpore enjoyed versions(”,.,looked like a 
huckster just opening his pack.” great line, a fine image).

A ’’pure” Hugo Winner listing is rather a page waster...a few comments on the 
’’why” and ”how” of the winners would have improved the article a lot...as it is it. 
doesn’t really do anything outside of letting the readers find out what won (and by 
this time most fans should know). ‘

I don’t know about ’’The Pulp Gripe”. Certainly Wayne was right in defending pul] 
writing, some of it was excellent. Over all,, taking everthing into account, the
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great majority cf pulp writing (much above the 9<$ mark) was garbage writing*. .in
teresting to read at the time, but without any depth, or real werth. But then a 
lot of it was fun to read, is still fun to read, so what the hell...(the pulp AS- • 
TOUNDING was probably the highest quality sf pulp, they fell off quickly after that, 
try working your way through a *42 AMAZING, and that wasn’t the Wor^t by a long • 
shot.)

I almost agree with Joe Walter, but not totally, because I don’t think he 
thought cut what he was saying. He talks about the ’’readers’' of science fiction, ’ 
then about the "fans” (refering, it sounds like, to members of our little group 
here). Well the fans are not the "readers’* of science fiction, hot by a long shot* 
Most readers are unknown people, faceless, who for, ghu only knows what reason, pick 
up a paperback er a magazine on the newstand and buy it. Fer every fan there are 
probably fifty er more readers. I doubt if there are enough fans in the world to 
keep ene magazine going, let alone the entire science fiction field (it’s not un
usual for an average run of the mill sf paperback to sell 7Q,COC copies and up). It 
doesn’t really make a goddamn who criticizes science fiction books...it would if it 
could affect sales, but it doesn’t. Seme of the best selling science fiction of all 
time are among the worse written (look at the number of copies ZOTZ sold) and some 
•f the finest writers in the feild have to write other than sf in order to make e- 
ncugh money to eat.

As for authors criticizing other authors...well, it’s a craft bhaby, a craft. 
You learn writing just like everything else. The best authors often have a deep love 
cf literature and writing...they study it, they live it, and what’s more, they un
derstand it. You’ll never make me believe that Joe Blow who’s read Hamlet knows 
more about Shakespeare or his writing than Anthony Burgess, Just because you read 
books doesn’t make you an expert pn literature (but there’s truth in the fact that 
just because you write professionally that doesn’t mean you’re able to criticize 
Dostoevsky). Let’s just leave it at; those who understand what science fiction is 
(then, now and what may he coming) can criticize (be they readers, fans or authors) ,, 
and the others...well it would be too much to expect them to shut up, but if we all 
ignore them maybe they’ll disappear.

Bud Webster, PO Box 5519,Richmond, VA 2J220

I was delighted with the article by Ben Indick, your poem (while not the Bal
led of Eskimo Nell) was well done, I enjoyed Steve Beatty’s zine reviews, and the 
tetters from various and sundry.

However, I must take exception with a few things. Firts off, I disagree with 
Wayne Martin on the value/nonvalue of pulp literature. For every Asimov, Bradbury, 
Bond, Binder, Heinlein, Leinster, VariVogt, there were 100 hacks owned by the pub
lisher and told to write according to whatever formula happened to fill whatever 
magazine was due to go to press that aenth. The term "Pulp" when applied to liter
ature refers to the formula style pf hackwork still seen in the gothics, women’s 
magazines, men’s magazines, confession magazines, etc. It is bad literature, as bad 
as the aforementioned authors are good.

Second, to Joe, Andre Norton and Heinlein made quite a bit of money and Name by 
writing juves, even though they were uncountably many more times better than any
one elses. You can argue that "Stranger” and "Time...” are not juves without pro
test, and possibly include ’’Starship Troopers” and "Time for the Stars" in that 
category as well. But books such as "Podkayne pf Mars", "Between Planets", "Rocket
ship Galileo", and "Farmer in the Sky” were written, packaged, and sold to librar
ies as juveniles, and that is what Ellison was referring to.,:

Also, the sf author is ao qualified as the reader to judge and cricize the c- 
ther writers, simply because he is, himself,,a reader. Too, he knows better than th.-
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average reader the mechanics of writing, and this gives him if . not a-better ..view, 
at least a different, one* • ■ ?

■ ...... .  , „ , . ,, „ ,, ..... ,,,, ,...  , ................. ,„r , ............................ ...... ........

Chris Hulse, 955 Ellis Court, Eugene, Oregon 97^05

Ben Indick’s piece of history was only one of seven good sections of #10. I’m 
really impressed with the contents of #10; I was pleased to see that you, Mike 
Bracken, have an excellent ear for witty mimicry. Now, yohr rendition of The rNight 
Before Christmas obviously took some hours to get together; believe me, the work 
shows. 1

Thor’s Hammer is a strong KPSS regular. Steve Beatty includes Just enough in his 
reviews to allow me to decide whether or not I’d be interested in a fanzine I’ve 
never seen and he also says enough so that I can decide just where his tastes and 
mine match up and where they don’t.

Wayne has a point there; it is too easy to generalize about everything and sf 
has always had more than its share of unfair generalizations. However, when I think 
of pulp I must admit I don’t think of the stories, he’s cited — so, that makes 
Wayne’s arguement even more valid. But, the style of writing during that period is 
considered — hell, it is — outdated, simplified, somewhat brainless and none too 
literary; but, damn, from what Igve heard the pulps were stories that could ta&e 
your breath away! Readers are more sophisticated today than they were during the 
pulp period and they expect more from their reading matter. People still read purely 
for pleasure but the material is generally better written. Generally. Pulp material 
must be taken in context with the time period in which it was written. Yes, it is 
unfair to call anything one dislikes ’’pulp level” but I think that when people refer 
to pulp-type material they are not necessarily referring to all pulp era writings.

Sam Long, Box 4946, Patrick APB, Fla;-. 32925

I’m afraid Ben Indick’s title didn’t come cut too well in my copy ((I know, I 
screwed up with the lettering.)) Only by locking back at the TcC could I find cut 
what the piece was called. While my father didn’t have any SF pulps around, he did 
have stuck back near his model train layout in the shop some old railroad pulps, 
which were most entertaining to read. I liked Ben’s reminescings; ya gotta admit 
that the Old Days had something we lack; just as we have things they lack; and it’s 
not just better mimeos. It’s things like actual space flight and close-up shots of 
the planets and lots of ’wild imaginings’ that are now fact,

’’Twas the Night Before Worldcon” was an ambitious project that didn’t quite 
make it, I’m afraid. It’s important, you see, to get the rythm of a verse you’re 
parodying, and the fact that you didn’t is why the verse isn’t quite a success. But 
it was a noble effort, and I wish I’d done it. Some of those lines you did get are 
real gems: I mean, ”0n Ccnnor and Glicksohnl”: that’s great, for just one.

Donn Brazier, 1455 Fawnvalley Dr., St. Louis, Mo, 6jljl

Loved the Grady illo on p. J, What a good one for the editorial!
That ol* red-head Ben Indick is always throwing up my name...urp! Hell, I’m 

over 10, maybe 15 years older than Ben. And he’s old! I am more active now than I wat 
in 1946-50, and even more active than I was as a neo in 1934-41. I was more excited
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about sf in my first period, though; now I am more excited about fans like Ben, 
you, and the rest,

Fnjoyed the piece by Ben, nevertheless and despite all his failings. One is 
that the simple-minded druggist can write (ever see some of his beautiful plays??) 
and farts around with fanac. So it goes,

"Twas the Night Before Worldcon” sings along in good style — could become a 
classic. Really could. I feel like putting music to it, But I won’t,

Wayne Martin didn’t mention the wood pulp paper used in the Pulps. And I agree 
that pulp did not and does not mean bad fiction. Take a look at VERTEX. Pretty 
poor stuff for a ’slick’ zine, ’Course I don’t bother to get it anymore...

Walter: a pro author can criticize better than a fan I think. I mean a knowled
geable pro.— good at westerns, mysteries, non-fiction, sf and all. In other words, 
he knows his craft. He can spot faulty spots and EXPLAIN what’s wrong; a fan 
might feel something’s wrong and not be able to pinpoint it concisely.

Brett Cox, Box 5^2, Tabor City, NC ?846j

Your editorial was much more coherent than usual - you’re improving bit by 
bit. Ahd that ’’note to me” was a very nice touch; it fit in quite well.

There’s really not much 1 can say about Ben Indick’s article except that it was 
very nicely done and I enjoyed it. I wonder if, thirty- or so years from now, some 
as-yet-unborn fan is going to ask me to reminise about the fandom of the ’70s?

’’Twas the Night Before Worldcon” didn’t grab me, for some reason. I don’t 
know why, but'I just didn’t like it. Sorry,

Wayne Martin is once again treading on thin ice. The reason people refer sneer- 
ingly to "pulp literature” is that the majority of the stories in pulp magazines - 
all pulps, not just af - were trash. And I for one think that the sf being publish
ed today is on all levels of an overall higher quality than the sf that was pub
lished in the pulps.

Re Joe Walter: "The ones best qualified to criticize sf are the ones who read 
it, the fans,” OK, maybe so. But, "A pro author is qualified to speak only of his 
own work, and not about that of other authors, simply because other authors write 
differently than himself and do not share his style, method, or ideas.” He’s got 
to be kidding! If one accepts this theory, one must believe that sf authors are not 
fans of sf, and that they read only their own works, and that Damon Knight and 
James Blish and Alexei Panshin and Harlan Ellison ought to stick to discussing 
"Masks” and A CASE OF CONSCIENCE and RITE OF PASSAGE and "The Deathbird", Which is, 
of course, absurd, Walter’s opinions on sf have great entertainment value, but I 
don’t see how he can expect anyone to take them seriously.

By the way, would you mind identifying the sourae of that Elliscn quote about 
the "juvenile" works of Heinlein and Norton? I have the sneaking suspicion that 
someone might be inadvertantly quoting him out of, context.

((Don’t mind at all. The quote was from an article by Warren Johnson called 
"The Influence of Fandom” contained in ANTITHESIS #4.))

John Robinson, l-101st Street, Troy, NY 1218b

That’s Upstate New Yorker! The dividing line is Westchester County, about 100 
miles south of hereabouts. Half the population of the state of New York lives out
side of Metropolitan NYC! Metropolitan NYC covers a radius of about 50 miles from 
midtown Manhattan nad Long Island. The rest of the state is upstate — five fairly 
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large cities and a lot of suburbs and farm country, plus some wilderness like the 
Adirondacks. I wouldn’t want to become associated with Sodom and Gemorrah-cn-the- 
Hudson.

Ben P. Indick, who displays talents for nostalgia, is known in Teaneck as the 
'•millionaire pharmacist." When customers come into either of his two locations and 
ask him for price listings on prescriptions he tells them: "If you have to ask the 
price you can’t afford it!" With all that $$$$ I wonder what he’s doing in fandom.

The lettered isn't as long as I would have liked it to be, but that’s because 
most of the Iocs that were sent in were on issue nine or else were just short 
notes saying "hello, I liked the issue, etc". So: 
Also Heard From are;

Steve Biggs (with a book review I’ve yet to find a place for), Don D’Ammassa, 
Cy Chauvin (with a stack of other people’s work - he sent the Bathurst, Venturni, 
Basta and McDonnell stuff), Sheryl Birkhead, David Singer (who tells of his trouble 
getting stencils at 10pm Sunday), D. Gary Grady, Dan Stefacek (with a fantastic 
cover!), Craig Hill (with an article), Gil Gaier, Steve Beatty (aacupleatimes), 
Michael Shoemaker (who says, "KPSS is tied with SELDON’S PLAN in my ''Worst Named 
Fanzine Sweepstakes." Seems like Canfield said something like that once before.), 
George Perkins, Bruce Townley (with a cover), Victor Kostrikin (with a promise of 
some art), David McDonnell, Harry Warner, Jr, Bill Breiding (who liked Sheryl's 
cover), Wayne W. Martin (about eighty times already), Ben Indick (who says, "I am 
really pleased at the progress of KPSS# It has a genuine zine look now, in compar
ison to the high-school-bulletin look it started with."), and last but not least, 
Simon Agree (who wants to know where he can get ahold of some used Tiptree. Con
tact him at 25157 Atwood Blvd. , Newhall, CA 91321).

Ooops, I also Heard from Richard Doxtator and his college sf class who sent me 
a stack of letters all dutifully folded up like paper air planes (anybody know how 
to make a paper space ship?). \

There were probably some other people I heard from but I can't think of them 
off hand, (like J.A. Van Horn, Patrick Myers, Joe Walter, Baby Gertie...) 

\
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Hi, it’sk-me again, that pervaer of 
putrid litanrture, and the fumble fin
gered moren-that had the audacity. t» 
send this type-laden fish wrap through 
the mail. I’m sitting here at my desk 
at lOcJOpnu-Sunday the first of. Decem
ber trying to wrap up this, the last 
of what'has'been, I hope, a thoroughly 
natisfying issue.

For me, it has be a thrill to see 
my first anniversary issue flow through 
my fingers. All the hassles over, who 
dees the electrostenciling this issue 
and where am I going to get a quire of 
stencils on Sunday when I’m almost 
broke have been worth it. And I’d like 
te thank Chris Hulses for doing the 
electrostenciling when Joan suddenly 
dropped from .sight and Joe. Wal ter for 
selling me stencils, a few at a time, 
as I could afford it, even when it 
meant that he might not have enough tc 
do his next issue. And the high school; 
even though I had to go through four . 
miles of red tape to bring this type
writer home over the Thanksgiving hol
iday, And, oh, everybody who has con
tributed- to this and past issues, 
everybody who has given me the encour- 
ment to stick to it and .do my best,

I know it, sounds corny, but there 
are two things that make a fan feel 
elated; his first issue and his first 
anniversary issue, because that’s 
when he knows that all the sweat and 
curses and bad reviews have been worth 
every minute of it.

Yeah, it’s been almost six week®, 
maybe more, since I typed the Editor’s 
Page onto stencil and all the thoughts 
I’ve gone through about whether or not 
I run it have been many. To me, looking 
back it seems like so much self pity, 
but it isn’t. I know it isn’t. That’s 
all that matters.

by thine humble editor



Losing the brakes on my car and running into the back fence, leaving my car 
stranded on top of a bunch of planter boxes. Having the whole neighborhood crowd 
arourd to watch me act like a fool while Joe laments over his typewriter which 
happened to a passenger in the back seat. Having him write an article about the e- 
vent and then seeing him keep it cause’he needed something for A FLYING WHAT?

Triping over to Willits with Joe and Pat and then having Pat give me an article 
about it.

Running through the halls of school screaming because I reversed two paragraphs 
in an article and having teachers give me dirty looks. Typing during free periods 
on Wednesday.

Helping a teacher change the ink pad on the school’s AB Dick mimeograph and 
getting covered with ink.

Taking time out to run off Wayne Martin’s fanzine because nobody else will do 
it and then mailing him my copy by accident.

Reading sf books during Government class and still getting Bs on the tests. 
That’s what it’s all about.
Having to write a book review on stencil to fill up a page and then wrting it 

too long and having to write another one to fill up the rest of that page.
Reciveing letters and trying to keep up on correspondence. Having Donn Brazier 

telling me he liked a cover I sent him for TITLE. Seeing a couple of my illos in 
DON-o-SAUR and TITLE and knowing that they’ll be more in different zines. Writing 
poetry nobody wants. Going to my boss’s going away party and coming home late with 
alchohol on my breath and getting a ten o’clock, be in the house curfew.

And last but not least, knowing that I’m going into the hospital on the eighth 
for an operation on the ninth (remember those toes I was telling you about?) and 
knowing that I’ll have no source of income for awhile and still having more than 
half of my issue to run off and no money to buy paper. Joe promising he’ll run it 
off for me while I’m stuck at home - if I get some paper. Trying to decide whether 
or net I’ll be able to use the Birkhead folio I’ve been promising everybody. It’s 
just too damn expensive to have done (which is why it might not be here).

Isn't that what fandom’s all about?

"There may well be no human pursuit more ephemeral than fanac, and as one 
progresses from neofan, to trufan, to old and tired fan, there is a great danger 
that one may view the time as ill-spent. So, find yourself a comfortable niche in 
fandom and don’t exert youself."

'Wk — Michael T. Shoemaker

It is with deep regret that I have to announce' that KPSS will no longer be 
monthly, or even bi-monthly, or even hope to come out that often. It is, from now 
on, quarterly and I’m hoping that future issues will be as big, or bigger, than 
the issue you know hold in your hands. The price will remain 300 each unless prices 
and costs take another leap skyward.

Over the past two or three months I have been haggling with myself about 
changing the title of KPSS to something else. I .have talked it over with a couple 
of people (including my conscience) and have decided not to. It just seems to me 
that I’ve made it this far, maybe I can keep going.

On the next page will either be a blank space or a pasted in picture of me. 
The picture was taken by Joe Walter when he was practising with the school paper’s 
camera. Then he, being the editor at the time, ran it to go with an article that I 
had written. There were about 130 copies of that paper left so I confiscated them
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